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FOREWORD
Foreword

American workers have unprecedented bargaining power in the workplace — exhibited through continued wage gains, a surge in workplace organizing, and expanded job opportunities for workers with all levels of education. In the face of more worker organizing and worker power after the pandemic, employers confronted growing challenges retaining workers for the same paltry wages that they had been paying for decades.

With corporate balance sheets flush from booming profits, this was the moment when corporations should have been making unprecedented investments in developing and retaining their existing workforce. Investments in worker retention, including on-the-job training and employer-paid continuing education was a hallmark of the mid-20th century U.S. labor market — the last prolonged period of sustained economic growth and surging worker power.

The following series of papers tells a different story: rather than ushering in a golden age of corporate investment in workers, the largest employers across the economy have turned to predatory “Stay-or-Pay” contracts. Stay-or-pay contracts are forced on workers as a condition of employment, allowing corporations to use the threat of debt collection or litigation to lock workers in place, limiting workers’ mobility and bargaining power. When they do leave, workers are hit with a crushing financial penalty just because a worker had the audacity to quit their job.

Much like “junk fees,” stay-or-pay contracts operate to pad profit margins not by developing a new product or improving services, but through deception and raw exercises of market power. For the vast majority of workers, the threat of debt, or even debt collection litigation brought by employers, becomes a form of modern-day indentured servitude — keeping them trapped in jobs with low wages and bad working conditions.

Stay-or-pay contracts take many forms. For example, last year the giant pet retailer PetSmart made headlines for threatening to stick low-wage pet groomers who quit with thousands of dollars of illegal training debt via a Training Repayment Agreement Provision, or “TRAP,” buried in the fine print of its employment contracts. Other employers have included contract clauses that require workers to pay liquidated damages if they separate or pursue work at a rival or even clauses purporting to allow employers to sue for unspecified damages, including the “lost profits” that follow from losing a worker. Stay-or-pay contracts are proliferating across the economy, harming workers in the transportation, health care, retail, aviation, and tech industries.
For more than a year, our organizations have raised warnings about these contracts, prosecuting groundbreaking lawsuits on behalf of affected workers and calling on officials at every level to embrace a “whole-of-government” response to this threat.

There are early signs that federal officials are taking seriously the threat that TRAPs and other stay-or-pay contracts present to workers and the labor market. Last year, the Federal Trade Commission proposed a ban on these contracts where they operate as “de facto non-competes” — part of a broader effort to ban the use of non-compete agreements across the economy. Similarly, the National Labor Relations Board has signaled that it considers the use of TRAPs to be an unfair labor practice, bringing the first federal enforcement action against an employer for enforcing a TRAP against workers. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has also raised alarms about employer-driven debt, including TRAPs — suggesting that federal consumer financial law also protects workers where stay-or-pay contracts drive them into debt.

The Biden Administration should build on these early actions — making the fight against TRAPs and other stay-or-pay contracts a priority for the White House Competition Council, and instructing agencies across the federal government to aggressively regulate and enforce the law. The following papers offer a detailed set of recommendations to agencies across the federal government, all in pursuit of the same goal: to protect workers and honest businesses by driving the use of TRAPs and other stay-or-pay contracts out of the economy.
Introduction

Employer-driven debt is a growing problem in the United States, with employers increasingly shifting the financial responsibility for training, equipment, and even profits onto their workers in the form of restrictive debt obligations. Like non-compete agreements, employer-driven debt often limits workers' opportunities to leave their current employer. One category of employer-driven debt is stay-or-pay contracts, which reduce worker mobility through the threat of financial penalties upon early resignation or termination. These contracts are becoming more prevalent, particularly among low-wage workers. A number of federal agencies have authority to regulate these agreements, including the Department of Labor (“DOL,” “Department”). The Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) is directly applicable when an obligation to repay operates as an unlawful “kick-back” to an employer or when it prevents an employee from receiving their statutorily-mandated minimum or overtime wage “free and clear” of obligations to repay it.

We appreciate DOL's recent actions to combat exploitative and illegal stay-or-pay contracts. We write this letter to urge the Wage and Hour Division (“WHD”) to issue an Administrator's Interpretation or another form of subregulatory guidance that explains to employers and employees how stay-or-pay contracts may result in violations of the FLSA's prohibition on employer “kick-backs” and requirement that minimum and overtime wage payments be made “free and clear” of conditions and obligations to repay.

The following was originally sent as a letter to Principal Deputy Administrator Jessica Looman on October 4, 2023
Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Are a Problem That the Wage and Hour Division Should Continue to Address

As the Department Has Recognized, Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Are Increasingly Prevalent, Especially Among Low-Wage Workers

Stay-or-pay contracts include arrangements like liquidated damages provisions, Training Repayment Agreement Provisions (“TRAPs”), open-ended damages, equipment loans, dispute resolution costs, and other agreements under which workers are forced to agree to pay an amount of money to their employer in the event that they leave their job – voluntarily or, in many cases, involuntarily – before a certain amount of time has passed. For example, a TRAP requires that an employee reimburse, in a lump sum, their employer for some or all of their on-the-job training (which itself is often “of dubious quality or necessity”) in the event that the employee quits or is terminated within a set period of time (often between two and five years).

The exact prevalence of stay-or-pay contracts is difficult to measure, but the available evidence indicates that they are widespread, particularly among low-wage workers. The Student Borrower Protection Center (“SBPC”) “estimates that major employers rely upon TRAPs in segments of the U.S. labor market that collectively employ more than a third of all private-sector workers,” and that TRAPs have become commonplace for a wide range of job positions, including truckers, nurses, mechanics, salespeople, paramedics, flight attendants, bank workers, repairmen, and social workers. Estimates of the prevalence of other forms of stay-or-pay contracts are difficult to find, but documented instances of their use by well-known employers indicates that it is a large and growing problem.

Restrictive employment contracts like stay-or-pay contracts produce relatively more negative impacts on women and workers of color than on other groups. TRAPs, for example, are more common in industries that disproportionately employ women and people of color. Relatedly, the Federal Trade Commission cited research in its proposed regulation on non-compete clauses (which also prohibited some de facto non-compete clauses like stay-or-pay contracts) that suggested that the effect of the rule’s prohibitions would close racial and gender wage gaps by 3.6 to 9.1 percent. Women and people of color are also more likely to be low-wage workers, who are most negatively impacted by stay-or-pay practices.

Payments required by stay-or-pay contracts can be exorbitant. For example, Sinclair Broadcast Group, the largest broadcasting company in the United States, requires employees who leave before their contract expires to repay
the company more than 40 percent of their annual salary in liquidated damages. DOL recently filed suit against an employer whose stay-or-pay contract attempted to recoup the entire amount of an employee's gross earnings over his tenure.

**Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Can Deprive Low-Wage Workers of Collecting a Minimum Wage in Violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act**

As explained in detail below, when an employer collects on a stay-or-pay contract – either through paycheck deductions or a post-employment debt collection – it can drive an employee's effective wage for her final workweek below the statutorily required minimum. This can constitute a violation of FLSA's minimum wage and overtime requirements.

Consider a simple example. Assume an employee earns $20 per hour, works 40 hours per week, is paid weekly, signed a $5000 stay-or-pay contract, and is fired after four weeks. In the final week, the employee grossed 40*$20 = $800. The FLSA minimum wage for the worker is $7.25, which means that the worker’s gross pay is in excess of the federal minimum of $7.25*40 = $290 weekly.

However, if the employee is forced to repay the $5000 amount after her employment ends, the employee's effective pay for the final pay period is $800 - $5000 = -$4200, which is $4490 below the statutory minimum.

Additionally, the FLSA requires that minimum wage and overtime pay be paid “unconditionally” and “free and clear” of obligations to repay it. In the scenario above, even before the employee’s termination or resignation, the debt obligation created by the stay-or-pay contract looms over the worker’s paycheck and can attach if the worker leaves or is fired in the current work week. This conditionality of wage payment can constitute a FLSA “free and clear” violation in each week of employment.

**Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Reduce Competition in the Labor Market, Immobilizing and Harming Workers**

President Biden recently underscored his administration's commitment to a fair and competitive economy and warned against excessive concentration. His executive order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy highlighted the monopsony power that employers exert over labor markets through dominant market positions and unfair practices. The order directed all agencies to “consider using their authorities to” combat these harms.
Stay-or-pay contracts can operate as de facto non-compete agreements and produce the anti-competitive effects against which the President warned. They have negative consequences for workers because they immobilize workers, leading to lower wages and worse working conditions. These contracts reduce employee mobility by increasing the consequences of quitting or being fired. Rather than trading their labor on the free market, employees are penalized if they decide to leave for a new opportunity – a penalty that many low-wage (and even relatively higher-wage) workers cannot afford to pay.\textsuperscript{14} Even if such a contract is not enforced, the fact that it exists can pressure workers into staying in their job.\textsuperscript{15} In fact, some employers actively reference the existence of the contract in reply to worker concerns about job conditions.\textsuperscript{16}

As the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) explained in a recent report on employer-driven debt, workers are often rushed into signing up for de facto non-compete contracts and debt loads because they are presented as conditions of employment.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, employers misrepresent the value and nature of the contracts that workers are required to sign: whereas workers are made to believe that the contracts and debt are necessary to achieve career mobility and higher earnings,\textsuperscript{18} employers instead use the contracts as tools to reduce outside employment options.

This diminished opportunity to exit prevents workers from negotiating with their employer for higher wages and better or safer working conditions. For example, the labor union National Nurses United (“NNU”) explained that “when employers hold nurses hostage as debtors, it makes it difficult for nurses to speak out about unsafe working conditions and to advocate for their patients to ensure they receive safe and effective nursing care.” NNU offered the example of “nurses . . . being required to work in units that had dangerously low nurse-to-patient ratios” but “feeling constrained [by their TRAPs] in their ability to complain or leave.”\textsuperscript{19} Another example is PetSmart, which used TRAPs to retain pet groomers in unsafe conditions.\textsuperscript{20}

As now-CFPB Director Rohit Chopra and now-FTC Chair Lina Khan explained in a 2020 article, labor market restraints that reduce the “set of employment options available to workers . . . can suppress wages.”\textsuperscript{21} Stay-or-pay contracts in trucking, for example, help trucking companies keep wages low by trapping new truckers in poor quality jobs and threatening them with demands for repayment if they seek better employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{22}

Consider one example of how HCA, the largest for-profit health system in the country, has used TRAPs to immobilize workers and reduce their bargaining power;\textsuperscript{23}

Newly hired new graduate RNs seeking employment at HCA Healthcare’s Mission Hospital in Asheville, NC and a number of other HCA Healthcare hospitals are required to sign a [TRAP] with HCA Healthcare subsidiary HealthTrust, a health care industry supply chain management company . . . . Under the
contract, HealthTrust requires newly graduated nurses — who are fully licensed and working as RNs in HCA Healthcare hospitals — to complete the company-run StarRN program to receive so-called nursing coursework. Under the contract, these newly graduated nurses are required to take out a $10,000 promissory note for program costs and must for years accept suppressed wages that are frequently lower than other RNs working in the same job but outside the StarRN program. Additionally, as temporary employees these nurses do not receive benefits. After completing the program, nurses are required to work full-time for HCA Healthcare for two years or else they must repay the promissory note. RNs working at Mission Hospital who are in the StarRN program make a set rate of $24 an hour, potentially depressing wage growth, while the hourly median wage for RNs in the state is $32.13.24

In the case of TRAPs, the training that workers are on the hook for is often of poor quality or is simply not offered. Former PetSmart employees, for example, claimed that the training provided by the company’s Grooming Academy (the purported value of which the worker must agree to repay upon early separation) is poor, and they reported seeing unprepared trainees rushed to stores, which heightened the risk of pet injury.25 Former trainees at CRST, a trucking company, reported that, after advertising “paid” training and requiring the trainees to sign TRAPs worth more than $6,000, the company provided very little actual training at necessary job skills like reversing their truck and failed to prepare trainees to earn their commercial driver’s license.26 Other employers actually specify that the so-called training that is the subject of their TRAP is simply the on-the-job knowledge that a worker receives through working.27 A Roosevelt Institute report explained that employers may have an incentive to reduce training quality and “underprovide skills training” because useful training may increase the mobility of their workers.28

**Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Can Harm Workers Even Before an Employer Attempts to Enforce Them, Highlighting the Need for Clear Guidance About Their Validity Under the Fair Labor Standards Act**

Plaintiffs suing over their employers’ use of stay-or-pay contracts have encountered procedural barriers in the courts. For example, a court found that plaintiffs did not have standing to sue under FLSA because their employer had not yet deducted from their paycheck or otherwise successfully collected on the debt.29

However, as explained above, many of the harms that stay-or-pays can impose on workers stem from the chilling effect they have on workers’ ability and willingness to pursue better working conditions within or outside of their place of employment. This chilling effect can occur far before an employer attempts to collect payment on a stay-or-pay contract.
Additionally, as the Sixth Circuit noted in a 2017 case about a draw scheme for commissions, an as-yet-unenforced written policy can have real impacts on individual workers, which led the court to conclude that the plaintiffs sufficiently pleaded their FLSA claim:

Even if defendants never demanded repayment in practice, an employee may believe he owes a debt to the company for which he could be made responsible at a later date. Incurring a debt, or even believing that one has incurred a debt, has far-reaching practical implications for individuals. It could affect the way an individual saves money or applies for loans. An individual might feel obligated to report that debt when filling out job applications, credit applications, court documents, or other financial records that require self-reporting of existing liabilities.39

Clear guidance from WHD about when these stay-or-pay contracts may violate the FLSA could help protect workers from pre-enforcement harms, increasing their mobility and encouraging them to pursue better job opportunities, even if their employer threatens them with enforcement of their stay-or-pay contract.
Courts Have Addressed Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Under the Fair Labor Standards Act in Differing and Often Flawed Ways, Underscoring the Need for a Wage and Hour Division Interpretation

Several courts have considered employees’ stay-or-pay contracts – TRAPs, specifically – under the requirements of the FLSA. However, these courts have come to their conclusions based on differing – and flawed – reasoning.

In 2002, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals issued a decision that has erroneously become the basis for subsequent decisions on the applicability of the FLSA to TRAPs. In Heder v. City of Two Rivers, a plaintiff firefighter sued over, among other things, a TRAP in which he agreed to pay liquidated damages if he quit or was terminated within the first three years of employment. When the plaintiff left after two years to join another fire department, the city claimed that he owed $7,600, made deductions that brought the employee’s final three paychecks to $0, and demanded repayment for the residual amount. The district court found that this practice violated the FLSA because “[a]n employer may not reduce a worker’s wage below the statutory minimum to collect a debt to the employer.” It separately found that the TRAP amounted to an illegal non-compete agreement under a Wisconsin state law.

The city appealed the district court’s ruling regarding the TRAP, but only on the court’s finding under Wisconsin law. The Seventh Circuit vacated the district court’s ruling on Wisconsin law grounds, but importantly did not consider the TRAP under the FLSA because it noted that the defendant had already “concede[d]” that the plaintiff was “entitled to keep any compensation that the FLSA specifies as a statutory floor below which no contract may go.”

In 2010, the Ninth Circuit considered a similar case in Gordon v. City of Oakland. A plaintiff police officer alleged that her five-year TRAP was violative of the FLSA because the city demanded repayment of the value of her training when she resigned. Instead of conducting its own analysis based on the text of the FLSA and its regulations, the Ninth Circuit explained that the Seventh Circuit’s reasoning in Heder was “persuasive” and “applicable.” The Ninth Circuit failed to recognize that the Seventh Circuit’s decision applied Wisconsin law – not the FLSA – in its consideration of the TRAP. The court found in favor of the defendant and determined that the TRAP did not violate the FLSA because it characterized the arrangement as a “voluntarily accepted loan,” without citing to any such carveout within the FLSA or its regulations.

District courts around the country have cited Gordon and its flawed interpretation of Heder as persuasive authority as they have grappled with cases involving stay-or-pay contracts. District courts in Illinois, Louisiana,
New York,43 and Wisconsin44 have all cited Heder and Gordon for the proposition that collecting on stay-or-pay contracts of varying designs does not violate the FLSA's prohibition on employer kick-backs.

A 2015 district court in North Carolina recognized the problem with other courts' reliance on Heder and Gordon.45 In Ketner v. BB&T, former bank employees alleged that their TRAP violated the anti-kick-back regulations of the FLSA.46 In ruling against the defendant's motion to dismiss, the court explicitly criticized the defendant's reliance on Heder and Gordon, explaining that Heder never actually established the proposition for which so many courts had cited the case.47 The court rejected BB&T’s contention that the arrangement was a “voluntarily accepted loan.”48 Instead, the Ketner court declined to follow Heder and Gordon in part because, unlike in those cases, the Ketner defendant's training was employer-specific and not recognized beyond BB&T.49 Additionally, the Ketner court explained that the TRAP payment at issue was much larger than those in Heder and Gordon. A 2023 decision in Massachusetts followed Ketner in its dismissal of Gordon and found that the plaintiffs had stated a FLSA claim for defendants’ attempt to collect on a TRAP.50

Due to this apparent confusion in the courts, the DOL should clearly articulate the relevant analysis that guides the agency in its enforcement of FLSA's prohibition against kick-backs and requirement that wages be paid free and clear, and how they should apply to stay-or-pay contracts.

The Department and Private Plaintiffs Have Brought New Litigation Against Stay-Or-Pay Contracts That Violate the Fair Labor Standards Act

We applaud the DOL for recently issuing a complaint charging a healthcare staffing agency with violating the FLSA due to its use of a stay-or-pay contract to prevent an employee from leaving his position because of his concerns over patient safety.51 The complaint, which the DOL brought in part because the employee may have been barred from court by a mandatory arbitration agreement, explained that the staffing agency attempted to recoup practically all of the employee's gross earnings under the stay-or-pay contract, pulling his effective income to zero. The DOL characterized this arrangement as an illegal “kick-back” of the employee's wages that amounted to a minimum wage and overtime violation in the final pay period of employment. Arguing in the alternative, the DOL asserted that the demand for repayment in the event of early separation constituted a violation in every week of employment because the agency failed to pay the statutorily mandated wage “free and clear” of future obligations to repay it.

Private plaintiffs have also recently brought suits challenging employers’ use of stay-or-pay contracts as violative of the FLSA. For example, several law firms and nonprofit organizations, including Towards Justice and SBPC,
filed a lawsuit in April 2023 on behalf of customers of a coding bootcamp, alleging that their TRAP violated the FLSA. After the training period, the students’ agreement required them to work for the defendant’s clients making less-than-market-rate pay. If the students stopped client work before meeting the defendant’s billable hours requirement, they were required to reimburse the defendant up to $24,000 as a penalty for leaving. The complaint explained:

The TRAP also violates the Fair Labor Standards Act, because it functions as an unlawful kickback of wages to [the defendant] that brings employees’ wages well below minimum wage – indeed, into negative numbers – if they leave their jobs before the Service Commitment Period is complete. Moreover, it means that Smoothstack is not paying employee wages unconditionally or “free and clear,” as the FLSA requires. Rather, employees are paid only on the condition that they do not quit. If they do quit, the TRAP requires them to pay back their earned wages and then some.
The Wage and Hour Division Has the Authority to Issue Guidance Clarifying the Relationship Between Stay-Or-Pay Agreements and the Fair Labor Standards Act

The Department of Labor Has the Authority to Issue Subregulatory Guidance

Issuing subregulatory guidance as requested in this memorandum is well within the Department's scope of authority. Agencies can issue and modify guidance documents, which include agency policies, opinions, recommendations (such as bulletins, circulars, letters, instructional memoranda, manuals, enforcement policies, alerts, and FAQs), and – in the case of the WHD – Administrator's Interpretations, Field Assistance Bulletins, and others. Such guidance documents, and changes to them, are exempt from the Administrative Procedure Act's notice and comment requirements under the law’s exception for “interpretive rules, general statements of policy, or rules of agency organization, procedure or practice.”

WHD has issued numerous Administrator's Interpretations, many of which clarify how certain contexts and situations affect employee and employer rights and obligations under the FLSA. For example, an Administrator's Interpretation in 2015 detailed the Division's view of how it would distinguish between employees and independent contractors for the purposes of FLSA enforcement. The letter incorporated the statutory text and relevant case law in its justification of the Division's approach. In 2016, the WHD issued an Administrator's Interpretation that conducted a similar analysis for the Division's approach to joint employer determinations under the FLSA.

The Administrator’s Interpretation or other type of guidance document proposed in this memorandum would be an appropriate exercise of the agency’s authority to issue subregulatory guidance.

New Guidance Would Help Employees Vindicate Their Rights Under the Fair Labor Standards Act

Issuing the guidance proposed in this memorandum should facilitate employees' ability to vindicate their rights in court and put employers on notice about their responsibilities under the FLSA.

One feature of the FLSA is that the statute includes a private right of action, as well as fee-shifting provisions, to encourage employees to bring their own suits to enforce the law. Though a good feature in general, it also
means that the Department is not always in a position to explain its understanding of the statute during judicial proceedings. A private plaintiff can, however, refer to an agency guidance document for guidance on how to apply the law. And such guidance written to clarify an agency’s interpretation of its own regulation is generally afforded deference by reviewing courts.⁵⁹

In all cases,⁶⁰ a guidance document that explains the Department’s perspective on how the FLSA applies to stay-or-pay contracts will be helpful to employers when deciding how to structure their recruitment and retention practices.

The WHD should issue an Administrator’s Interpretation or other type of guidance document explaining the following:

**The Fair Labor Standards Act Protects Employees’ Rights to “Free and Clear” Minimum Wage and Overtime Pay Without Kick-Backs to Their Employer**

Congress passed the FLSA to help eradicate “labor conditions detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum standard of living necessary for health, efficiency, and general well-being of workers.” Sections 6 and 15(a)(2) of the Act make it unlawful for employers to fail to pay employees a minimum wage. Sections 7 and 15(a)(2) make it unlawful for employers to fail to pay employees time-and-a-half pay for hours worked in excess of 40 hours in a week. An employee may not waive or abridge their rights under the Act, including through “contractual understandings.”

Long-standing FLSA regulations clarify that employers are required to pay the statutorily required wages in a manner that is “free and clear” from conditions or demands for future repayment. The regulations also prohibit an employer from taking a “kick-back,” “directly or indirectly[,]” from the total wages paid to workers, if doing so would cause the resulting wages to be less than what is required by Sections 6, 7, and 15(a)(2) of the Act. The current, long-standing regulations state:

§ 531.35 “Free and clear” payment; “kickbacks.”

Whether in cash or in facilities, “wages” cannot be considered to have been paid by the employer and received by the employee unless they are paid finally and unconditionally or “free and clear.” The wage requirements of the Act will not be met where the employee “kicks-back” directly or indirectly to the employer or to another person for the employer’s benefit the whole or part of the wage delivered to the employee. This is true whether the “kick-back” is made in cash or in other than cash. For example, if it is a requirement of the employer that the employee must provide tools of the trade which will be used in or are
specifically required for the performance of the employer’s particular work, there would be a violation of the Act in any workweek when the cost of such tools purchased by the employee cuts into the minimum or overtime wages required to be paid him under the Act...67

Kick-Backs Are Expenses for the Employer’s Benefit That Tend to Shift Business Expenses Onto Employees

Courts have understood “kick-back” to be an arrangement that “tend[s] to shift part of the employer’s business expense to the employees,” which is “illegal to the extent that it reduce[s] an employee’s wage below the statutory minimum.”68 The inquiry requires that the expense be “for the employer’s benefit”69 and hinges on “the nature of the expenses themselves and whether they are of the type that should be borne by the employer rather than the employee.”70

If an expense is incidental first to the needs of the employer rather than those of the employee, then requiring the employee to cover the cost of the expense is impermissible under the FLSA to the extent that it would reduce wages below the statutory minimum.71 Another way to phrase this distinction is whether, absent the employee making the expenditure, the employer would incur the expense because it is integral to the employer’s business.72 Requiring the employee to agree to cover the expense as a condition of employment is also indicative of kick-back status.73

The paradigmatic example available in the case law is whether an employer’s failure to reimburse an employee for the cost of operating her personal vehicle for a food delivery business constitutes a kick-back. Courts have routinely found that it does, because employees must have and use a personal car as a condition of their employment and, absent the employee’s use of their personal vehicle, the employer would need to cover the cost of a vehicle for its delivery business anyway.74

Demands for Payment on Most Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Are Likely Employer Kick-Backs

Most forms of stay-or-pay contracts are designed to “shift part of the employer’s cost of doing business.”75 Due to the contracts’ very nature, efforts to collect on stay-or-pay contracts are efforts to require employees to cover employers’ business expenses of recruitment, training, retention, and even lost profits. These costs are expenses inherent in employing workers.
For example, TRAPs, which require employees to cover the cost of their own on-the-job training, tend to shift business expenses. All firms that employ workers provide some type of training, as it is intrinsic to the very concept of employment. Employees subject to TRAPs are also covering the common business expenses of employee recruitment and retention, as the training programs underlying TRAPs are often misleadingly advertised as “free” or “paid” training as a method of attracting new applicants,\textsuperscript{76} and the required repayment upon early departure serves the crucial business function of retaining employees.\textsuperscript{77} Without TRAPs, an employer would presumably need to spend more money on recruitment and retention (in the form of higher wages and better working conditions) and training (which employers effectively concede is crucial to their business by requiring it as a condition of employment).

Similar principles apply to other forms of stay-or-pay contracts. Stay-or-pay contracts for “liquidated damages” often explicitly state that they are meant to cover very common business expenses like training and recruitment of a replacement.\textsuperscript{78} Stay-or-pay contracts that require employees to cover the cost of “lost profits” (or even “lost goodwill”) incurred by an employer\textsuperscript{79} when an employee departs similarly tend to shift the common business expenses associated with employee turnover.\textsuperscript{80}

Stay-or-pay contracts routinely serve to cover expenses that an employer would otherwise need to cover because they are inherent in operating a business that has employees.\textsuperscript{81} Just as cash register shortages are inherent in operating a business in which cashier employees handle a large number of transactions and delivery vehicle expenses are inherent in operating a food delivery business, and are therefore business expenses meant to be borne by the employer,\textsuperscript{82} so too are recruitment, training, onboarding, retention, and lost profits inherent in operating a business at all.

**Collecting a Kick-Back Post-employment Has the Same Legal Effect as a Paycheck Deduction, Resulting in an Illegal Kick-Back in the Final Workweek**

29 C.F.R. § 531.35 prohibits an employer from paying a facially valid paycheck and then seeking collection of a kick-back payment after-the-fact. This is because money is fungible. “[T]here is no legal difference between deducting a cost directly from the worker’s wages and shifting a cost, which they could not deduct, for the employee to bear”\textsuperscript{83} The FLSA’s prohibition on kick-backs cannot be avoided by simply requiring employees to pay sums after receiving their minimum wage.

Collecting such a post-employment kick-back payment to satisfy a stay-or-pay contract would count as a FLSA violation in the final workweek. The FLSA’s minimum wage and overtime guarantees operate across “any
 Courts have focused on FLSA compliance within the first workweek when considering employees’ pre-employment expenses. Because a stay-or-pay contract’s financial penalties only attach upon termination or resignation – post-employment – the proper unit of analysis for purposes of ascertaining stay-or-pay contract compliance with the FLSA’s anti-kick-back requirement is the employee’s final workweek.

**Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Can Prevent “Free and Clear” Payment of Minimum and Overtime Wages Obligations in Each Workweek That Is Subject to Conditional Deduction**

In addition to triggering potential kick-back claims in the final workweek when an employer attempts to collect, stay-or-pay contracts create looming debt obligations over each workweek in which the debt obligation could be enforced. Under DOL regulations, “‘wages’ cannot be considered to have been paid by the employer and received by the employee unless they are paid finally and unconditionally.” In each workweek during the term of an stay-or-pay contract, an employer purports to reserve the right to claw back the value of the stay-or-pay contract from a worker if they fail to remain employed through the week. Thus, the wage “cannot be considered to have been paid by the employer and received by the employee” during the period that the stay-or-pay contract was in effect.

Even if a stay-or-pay contract is not enforced, its presence can cause a FLSA violation. Even when an employer does not actually enforce a challenged policy, it is appropriate to “focus[] upon the language of a written policy rather than its actual implementation, because ‘[s]imply because a [policy] has never been applied does not mean that the employee has not been affected by the policy.’” Indeed, the entire purpose of an as-yet unenforced stay-or-pay contract is to have an effect on the employee: to prevent them from leaving their current employment for fear of financial penalty. The conditional kick-back embedded in the stay-or-pay contract is the mechanism by which the employer achieves this objective.

**Stay-Or-Pay Contracts Generally Do Not Fit a Narrow Exception for Advances or Loans Extended From Employers to Employees**

Historical DOL guidance, including a 1984 opinion letter and the current Field Operations Handbook, asserts that there exists a narrow exception to the FLSA’s requirements for employers to collect on the principal of loans or cash advances made to employees. The guidance does not make reference to statutory or regulatory authority
that supports this exception, but does assert that this loan repayment exception is the DOL's “longstanding position.” As described above, courts that have considered the validity of TRAPs under the FLSA have also acknowledged, without statutory or regulatory support, that this loan exception exists. Even courts declining to follow Gordon and its progeny have done so.

Whatever narrow loan exception does exist might more precisely be interpreted as the inverse of the kick-back analysis outlined above. In other words, if a demand for repayment is based on an agreement that primarily benefits the employer, shifting business expenses onto employees, then it is a kick-back and therefore disallowed if collection would drive wages below statutory minimums. If it primarily benefits the employee, then it may be a bona fide loan or cash advance that can be collected on. Stay-or-pay contracts are, as explained above, generally incident first to the employer’s needs and therefore fall into the kick-back category. Regardless, the loan “exception” is narrow and whether something amounts to a kick-back or an advance or loan is a fact-specific inquiry that turns on whether the employee or employer is the primary beneficiary.

The scenarios described in the 1984 opinion letter help illustrate this point. The letter outlines a cash wage advance scheme, a tuition reimbursement program for courses at a third-party institution, and a monthly child care allowance. The first and third scenarios described in the letter are clearly not kick-backs (and may instead be characterized as loans or advances) because they primarily benefit the employee. A cash wage advance benefits the employee by providing upfront funds for personal expenses. Because repayment of the advance was mandatory regardless of the employee’s tenure at the company, it would not produce the immobilizing effects that a stay-or-pay contract’s conditionality would. The benefit to the employer, then, was small and certainly did not outweigh that to the employee. The childcare allowance was similarly not a kick-back because it was primarily a monthly allowance for a personal expense: child care. The second scenario, in which an employer paid tuition to a third-party and attempted to collect from an employee that ended employment early may qualify for the exception because it is arguably a bona fide loan for the benefit of the employee in which the payment made is voluntarily assigned by the employee to a third-party. However, whether the primary purpose of the agreement was to enable the employee to further their higher education or to restrict the mobility of the employer’s workforce would be a determination best left for a court.
The Fair Labor Standards Act’s Requirements Are but One Source of Liability for Employers Considering the Use of Stay-Or-Pay Contracts

Of course, the FLSA is not the only law that may protect workers from the negative consequences of stay-or-pay contracts. Several federal agencies including the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Transportation, and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, to name a few, have statutory authority to investigate and regulate these arrangements. Additionally, state laws and common law on wage and hour requirements and contract unconscionability may also be applicable and more protective than the FLSA. Employers should carefully consider the intent and potential impact before instituting any stay-or-pay scheme.
Conclusion

As stay-or-pay contracts become more prevalent among low-wage employers, the DOL should clarify how it plans to enforce the FLSA's requirements. The guidance should focus on whether the stay-or-pay contract constitutes a kick-back or prevents wages from being paid “free and clear.” If so, the employer may not make deductions or demands for repayment to the extent that it would reduce the employee’s wage below the statutory minimum in the final workweek.

While we are heartened by the DOL's decision to bring an enforcement action against a particularly egregious arrangement, an Administrator’s Interpretation or other appropriate guidance could help more employees vindicate their rights and inform employers of their obligations under the law.

We look forward to collaborating with you on this policy proposal and developing others, and welcome any questions or feedback.

Sincerely,
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INVOKING THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR’S AUTHORITY UNDER THE IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT TO BAN NON-COMPETE AND STAY-OR-PAY CONTRACTS AMONG FOREIGN-EDUCATED NURSES
Introduction

Health systems and staffing agencies that hire foreign-educated nurses ("FENs") to the United States under employment-based visa categories commonly use restrictive employment contracts, like stay-or-pay agreements, to further constrain an already-vulnerable workforce. Stay-or-pay contracts require a worker to pay what are often referred to in the industry as “breach fees” if they resign or are terminated before a specific amount of time has passed. This looming financial penalty traps FENs in jobs with low wages and unsafe working conditions, and threatens patient health and safety. The proliferation of these contracts also harms domestically-trained nurses by suppressing their wages, inducing them to accept worse job conditions to compete with FENs, and by making FENs even more attractive to employers as a highly captive segment of the workforce.

This memorandum proposes that the Department of Labor ("DOL") update its regulations under the Immigration and Nationality Act ("INA"), which govern the permanent labor certification process, to prohibit employers from subjecting workers to restrictive employment contracts that would require them to pay their employer if they resign, are terminated, or attempt to find another job. This action would follow previous DOL action in similar contexts that sought to reduce the coercive effects of employer-driven debt on foreign workers.
Justification

Stay-Or-Pay Contracts for Foreign-Educated Nurses

Restrictive employment contract provisions like traditional non-compete, breach, and liquidated damages\(^4\) clauses and Training Repayment Agreement Provisions ("TRAPs")\(^5\) – collectively, stay-or-pay contracts – are ubiquitous throughout the healthcare industry. Although the specifics of the arrangements vary, they all have the effect of immobilizing workers by imposing a financial penalty on them if they choose to leave (and, in some cases, if they are terminated). For example, up to 80 percent of certified registered nurse anesthetists are currently subject to traditional non-compete clauses.\(^6\) In 2022, National Nurses United ("NNU") conducted a survey of registered nurses and found that about half of respondents were required to participate in a training or residency program during their career; 55 percent of the registered nurses working in hospitals who participated in such programs reported being required to repay their employer for the cost of their training if they departed the hospital before their employment contract expired.\(^7\) TRAPs are often deployed at less desirable hospitals with unsafe working or patient care conditions, including at the largest for-profit healthcare system in the country, HCA Healthcare.\(^8\) Indeed, TRAPs have become so ubiquitous in the healthcare sector that nurses who purposefully search for jobs that do not require TRAPs can struggle to find them.\(^9\)

These employment practices are especially common among healthcare employers – primarily health systems and, increasingly, healthcare staffing agencies – that recruit FENs to work in the United States.\(^10\) The prevalence of such practices is difficult to precisely quantify, in part because there is not a comprehensive database of the contracts under which workers with employment-based visas are hired.\(^11\) However, according to a report supported by the MacArthur Foundation and another from the Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS"), it is standard industry practice to require FENs to commit to a single employer for 18 months to three years.\(^12\) The contracts include breach fees that nurses must pay if they leave the employer, and employers have sued workers for as much as $100,000 upon their resignation.\(^13\)

Stay-or-pay contracts among FENs are often accompanied by other dishonest and low-road employer practices. For example, some nurses are not told of the stay-or-pay commitment until after they have worked with an employer to apply for a visa, or even after they have moved to the United States.\(^14\) Some employers place FENs in substandard housing upon arrival to the United States. Some healthcare staffing agencies also refuse to pay FENs when they are "benched" between assignments, permitting those employers to keep captive workers on standby without pay until positions become available, in conflict with the requirement that nursing green
cards be made available only for workers in full-time and permanent employment. When they do pay, agency employers using FENs are also more likely to pay nurses substantially less than nurses, foreign and domestic, that are hired directly by health systems. This is in part because prevailing wage determination is often done at the time of agency recruitment, which can often be years before a FEN starts work – leaving their wage below the market rate. For example, a Filipina nurse at Health Carousel, LLC, an international healthcare recruiting and staffing agency, learned upon starting her placement in Pennsylvania that she was paid much less than other nurses, earning only $25.50 per hour compared to more than $35 per hour. The nurse was troubled by the work, which she found to be brutal and often dangerous due to understaffing, and the healthcare staffing agency exerted intense control over her life – for example, by not allowing her to discuss working conditions with other staff or leave town without the agency's permission. When the nurse decided she needed to leave her job, the staffing agency invoked the contract she had signed in the Philippines and demanded $20,000, which she paid with money her boyfriend had been saving for years to buy a house. Similar stories of exploitation by nurse staffing agencies are all-too-common.

Exploitation Enabled by Stay-Or-Pay Contracts

Stay-or-pay contracts for FENs further immobilize an already-vulnerable workforce. Due to the fact that they must acquire employer sponsorship to come to the country and that contractual provisions and employers sometimes dishonestly imply that there are potential immigration consequences for leaving a job, FENs are already more likely than United States workers to feel tied to their employer. FENs are typically recruited in their country of origin through carefully orchestrated events that offer potential workers an often-misleading glimpse of a luxurious lifestyle in the United States. Recruiters make promises that go unfulfilled, and require investments or contractual commitments early in the process before the workers have a full picture of the conditions of their eventual United States-based placement, which can often be quite poor. Add on top of this scheme a financial penalty for separating from their health system or staffing agency employer — either through resignation or termination — and dishonest threats of deportation, and FENs are subject to intense and often coercive pressure to remain with their employer.

These clauses limit employees' ability to exit a job, raising the stakes of termination or quitting, and depriving them of leverage to raise concerns about workplace conditions. In many cases, the monetary sum that workers would have to pay out to their employer in the event of resignation or termination is prohibitively large. For example, the Department of Labor recently filed a complaint under the Fair Labor Standards Act, alleging that the liquidated damages provision utilized by a healthcare staffing agency would have required its FEN
employee to repay all income that he grossed during the entirety of his employment, thus depriving him of the statutorily mandated minimum wage.\(^{25}\) Even when such contractual provisions are not enforced, or are not legally enforceable,\(^{26}\) they have an *in terrorem* effect, and their mere existence may pressure workers into staying in an otherwise unacceptable job.\(^{27}\) In fact, some employers actively reference the existence of the contract in reply to worker concerns about job conditions.\(^{28}\) Several FENs spoke with NBC News on the condition of anonymity to describe why they weren’t able to quit unsafe jobs.\(^{29}\) One described being unable to leave her job — at which she felt unsafe — after her employer threatened an $100,000 lawsuit.\(^{30}\) Another FEN wanted to leave his job because he was being paid lower wages than his co-workers and unpaid overtime, but he would face a $45,000 penalty for breaking his five-year contract after one year. “It’s this feeling of being in a cell and not being able to freely do what you want,” explained the nurse.\(^{31}\) Yet another nurse decided to return to their job after the hospital sent a post-resignation letter demanding that the nurse either pay the hospital $18,000 or return to work and complete the two-year/4,000 hour requirement.\(^{32}\)

This pressure can make it difficult for FENs to speak up about low or unfair wages and unsafe working conditions, including discrimination. Employers of FENs reportedly mandate excessive overtime, place nurses in severely understaffed facilities, and fail to provide sufficient training.\(^{33}\) As alluded to above, FENs are also commonly underpaid when compared to their domestic counterparts.\(^{34}\) One study found that the likelihood of poor treatment of FENs compared to domestic nurses was higher for nurses from low-income countries (versus high-income countries) and for those recruited by staffing agencies (versus hired directly by a health system).\(^{35}\)

Though not the focus of this memorandum, recent litigation under the forced labor prohibition in the Trafficking Victims Protection Act, summarized in an HHS report, illustrates that the exploitative pressure enabled by stay-or-pay contracts for FENs can potentially subject employers to civil and even criminal liability.\(^{36}\) In one case, a New York federal district judge ruled in favor of a class of plaintiff nurses recruited from the Philippines on claims arising out of a contract utilized by a recruiting agency.\(^{37}\) In that case, a Filipino-registered agency had recruited nurses in the Philippines for a job at a nursing home in New York. The nurses were required to sign a stay-or-pay contract that included a $25,000 liquidated damages clause, as well as a separate document requiring reimbursement of various recruitment costs. Upon the nurses’ arrival in the United States, their contracts were assigned to a different nursing staffing agency, which assigned them to other nursing homes. After nearly one year at the nursing home, the lead plaintiff resigned because of understaffing and overworking. The defendants immediately sued the plaintiff and other nurses to enforce the liquidated damages provision, and to seek an additional $250,000 for “tortious interference with contract and prospective business relations.”\(^{38}\) The court found the liquidated damages provision to be an unenforceable penalty under New York state law.\(^{39}\) Additionally, the
court found that the $25,000 liquidated damages provision was sufficient to count as a threat of “serious harm” under the TVPA, in part because of the particular vulnerabilities of the nurses as “recent immigrants to the United States.”

In *Magtoles v. United Staffing Registry, Inc.*, a staffing agency imposed a three-year liquidated damages provision and a non-compete clause on FENs. A plaintiff in the case explained that she attempted to quit because she was overworked and the conditions were not safe for her patients. The court found that the liquidated damages provision violated the TVPA, noting that the threatened financial penalties fit within Congress’ broad definition of serious harm under the forced labor prohibition, which includes instances “in which personas are held in a condition of servitude through nonviolent coercion.” The court cited the difficult work environment, plaintiffs’ reliance on their employer for understanding of the contract, reluctance to complain to the United States embassy due to potential immigration consequences, and the plaintiffs’ lack of bargaining power as particular vulnerabilities of the FENs.

**Adverse Effects on Domestic Nurses**

Restrictive employment contracts among FENs have negative impacts on domestically-trained workers. First, when healthcare employers have access to highly captive labor like FENs that is restricted by fears of immigration consequences and particular requirements about visa sponsorship and stay-or-pay contracts, they may be less likely to offer jobs to U.S.-trained nurses in the first place.

Second, if employers are able to constrain FENs’ demands for better wages and working conditions through stay-or-pay contract-enabled coercion, U.S.-trained workers may have to reduce their demands and accept poorer wages and conditions to compete for jobs. As the DOL asserted in its 2007 final rule that prohibited employers from accepting worker reimbursements for costs associated with labor certification:

> [a]n alien employee who reimburses his employer via deductions from his paycheck or a lump payment is effectively being paid a lower wage than agreed to by the employer on the labor certification. A U.S. worker is non-competitive with the alien worker unless he too accepts the actual lower wage. Therefore, the practice of aliens reimbursing employers for expenses the employer incurred in the labor certification process adversely affects the compensation of U.S. workers.

Research shows that restrictive employment contracts like non-compete clauses and stay-or-pay contracts tend to suppress wages in the sectors in which they are common. Several studies demonstrate the connection
between non-compete clauses and wage suppression, including one that found that decreasing non-compete clause enforceability from the approximate enforceability level of the fifth-strictest state to that of the fifth-most-lax state would increase workers’ earnings by 3-4%.47

Stay-or-pay contracts like TRAPs and breach fees used to be concentrated exclusively among health systems and staffing agencies recruiting FENs,48 but no longer. Now, due to the provisions’ proven ability to restrain workers’ opportunities in the employment-based visa realm, healthcare systems and staffing agencies use the same types of stay-or-pay contracts when hiring U.S.-trained workers.49 U.S.-trained workers are compelled to accept these conditions, in part because employers can just turn to more exploitable foreign labor if U.S.-trained workers refuse. Additionally, despite regulations prohibiting the practice, many employers offer lower wages to FENs than to similarly educated or employed domestically-trained workers.50 This can both encourage employers’ use of FENs over domestically-trained nurses and reduce the ability of nurses to bargain for better wages.

Finally, this dynamic exacerbates the underlying problem that has made FENs so important: a shortage of domestic nursing labor.51 If wages and conditions continue to deteriorate for workers in the U.S. — including deterioration associated with stay-or-pay contracts — fewer U.S.-trained nurses will seek or stay in these jobs, which will only heighten our dependence on FENs.

**Adverse Effects on Patient Safety and Health**

Stay-or-pay contracts in nursing may also threaten patient health and safety in several ways. As NNU explained in a comment to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “when employers hold nurses hostage as debtors, it makes it difficult for nurses to speak out about unsafe working conditions and to advocate for their patients to ensure they receive safe and effective nursing care.”52 In survey comments and interviews with NNU, registered nurses frequently reported “being required to work in units that had dangerously low nurse-to-patient ratios.”53 The employee in the DOL complaint referenced above, for example, wanted to quit primarily because of his concerns about patient safety, which he raised with his employer to no avail. He eventually “grew deeply concerned that he could not meet his ethical and professional responsibilities under [his employer’s] working conditions, including a heavy patient load that he believed in good faith did not permit him to provide adequate patient care” and began suffering physical and mental health harms from his employment.54 An SEIU regulatory comment identified the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center as a healthcare employer that has a “well-documented history of retaliating against workers” who speak up about workplace issues, but explained that
workers would be less able to speak up about working conditions because of the stay-or-pay provisions in their employment contracts.\textsuperscript{55}

Trapping workers in toxic working conditions can also contribute to burnout. Burnout and toxic work environments for medical workers has been found to increase rates of medical error.\textsuperscript{56} A plaintiff nurse in one of the TVPA cases mentioned above explained in her deposition testimony that she resigned because “we were overworked and it is giving me almost every day anxiety whenever I go to work. It’s not safe for the patients. And I even question myself if I want to be a nurse because I cannot provide quality care for my patients.”\textsuperscript{57} One FEN interviewed by NBC News, whose employer sued her for more than $100,000 when she resigned, described how she was often the only nurse for as many as 30 patients, which resulted in missed medications and patients’ falls.\textsuperscript{58} Another explained that she quit because she was afraid her working conditions would cause her to accidentally harm a patient, but most of her colleagues remained in their jobs because of the debt scheme.\textsuperscript{59}
Current State

Regulatory Framework for FENs

Most FENs come into the United States under the EB-3 employment-based visa, which is designed for skilled workers, professionals, and some other workers. Employers that recruit workers under the EB-3 program must first request a prevailing wage determination from the DOL. Then, they submit to the DOL an application for Permanent Employment Certification (“Form 9089”). As part of that application, they must attest to having taken steps to recruiting United States workers for the position, among other commitments. The DOL will approve the application upon determining that the labor certification will not “adversely affect” U.S. workers. Upon approval, the employer can then submit their immigrant petition to the Department of Homeland Security, attaching their DOL certification. The DHS will consider several factors when deciding whether to approve the immigrant petition, including whether the employer has demonstrated an ability to pay the immigrant a wage and whether the immigrant in fact received the training or degrees required by the desired visa category. Finally, the worker can apply for the visa at the U.S. consulate abroad.

There is an expedited process for professional nurses, called Schedule A, which is essentially a blanket determination by DOL that there are not sufficient workers in the United States for a particular occupation and that recruiting individuals for the occupation will not “adversely affect” U.S. workers. This allows the employer to go straight to DHS without submitting their application for permanent labor certification to the DOL. While the employer must still make the same attestations (with the exception of verifying that they’ve attempted to recruit domestic workers for the position) and submit documentation of postsecondary degrees required for the Schedule A designation, they do not have to wait for DOL certification before submitting the immigrant petition to DHS.

Regulatory, Litigation, and Advocacy Efforts

There has been some enforcement and proposed regulation of similar restrictive employment clauses at other federal agencies, but no such regulation specifically regarding the employment-based visa system. For example, the FTC has proposed to ban traditional and some forms of de facto non-compete contracts in a forthcoming rule. However, nonprofit entities are arguably exempt from the FTC Act, under which that rule was proposed. Almost half of all hospitals are technically not-for-profit. Additionally, the DOL’s recently-filed lawsuit referenced
above was based on minimum wage and overtime requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA"). However, even if the DOL had the resources to vigorously go after each instance in which anti-competitive contracts caused employers to violate the FLSA, many healthcare workers may earn too much to fall within the law’s bare-minimum protections.

As explained above and in a recent HHS report, there has been private litigation against healthcare employers of FENs under the TVPA. Some plaintiffs have been successful. However, there is an obvious lack of disclosure about the use of the contracts, which is a barrier to filing an action in the first place. And, as at least one court noted, the absence of an express DOL regulation concerning the types of permitted liquidated damages provisions is a gap in the regulatory scheme.

States have also entered the regulatory and litigation fray. In Illinois, lawmakers recently prohibited nursing staffing agencies from entering no-poaching agreements and charging nurses breach fees if they are hired for permanent positions at health system employers. In 2022, the New York Attorney General’s office settled with a health system that illegally charged FENs for resigning or being fired within the first three years of employment. Similarly, in 2005, the New Jersey Attorney General’s office settled with a nurse staffing agency, requiring the company to revise its employment agreements to eliminate a liquidated damages clause.

Most recently, the nursing union NNU has led regulatory advocacy against stay-or-pay contracts in the healthcare sector. In response to an HHS request for information on forced labor in the public health supply chain, NNU relied heavily on research from Dr. Patricia Pittman to explain the unique and pervasive use of these exploitative contracts in employment-based visa recruiting. In a comment in response to the CFPB’s request for information on employer-driven debt practices, NNU detailed the results of its survey of registered nurses on the subject. The comment explained how employer-driven debt arrangements like TRAPs create unsafe and unfair conditions for nurses and their patients, and identified other troublesome employer practices in the industry. NNU also submitted a comment on an FTC and DOJ merger enforcement request for information asking the agencies to consider the "emergence of coercive employment contracts, including nurse training repayment agreements."
Proposed Action

Legal Authority

1. Statutory authority

Before the DOL approves an application for permanent labor certification, the INA requires that it first find that “there are not sufficient workers who are able, willing, qualified . . . at the place where the alien is to perform such skilled or unskilled labor” and that such certification “will not adversely affect the wages and working conditions of workers in the United States similarly employed.” It is upon this statutory basis that the DOL constructed the regulatory scheme that governs the employment visa process for various visa categories, including EB-3 (under which the vast majority of FENs enter the country).

The INA’s first dictate – that “there are not sufficient workers” – requires the DOL to make a “good faith test” of U.S. worker availability. Because requiring a case-by-case inquiry into the labor market conditions relevant to each employer’s request for certification would be too resource-intensive for the agency, courts have upheld DOL regulations that allow employers to submit a tranche of documentation attesting that the employers have tested the market themselves. Additionally, courts have approved of regulations, such as a prohibition on alien self-employment, promulgated to reinforce the efficacy of employer-driven labor market testing and ensure the integrity of the information collected by the agency.

Prohibiting employers’ use of restrictive employment contracts like non-competes and stay-or-pay contracts, and requiring documentation of compliance, would improve the integrity of employers’ “good faith test” of the labor market. The degree to which a worker is dependent on an employer and restricted in their mobility with respect to that employer is one factor in a worker’s “attractiveness” to an employer. Foreign workers on these visas are already more dependent on employers because of actual and perceived dependence created by the visa sponsorship process. If FENs are further immobilized by these types of contracts, that may incentivize an employer to temper their search for U.S. workers because foreign workers are all-the-more captive. This dynamic undermines the INA’s mission of ensuring that foreign workers are recruited only if there are not sufficient workers in the United States.

The INA’s second requirement — that labor certification approval not “adversely affect” U.S. workers — is a statutory condition common to a myriad of different visa programs. Although there is scant caselaw elucidating the meaning of “adversely affect” in the EB-3 context, courts have found that similar “adversely
“affect” language that governs other kinds of labor certifications endows DOL with significant discretion to strike the appropriate balance between ensuring an adequate labor supply and protecting the jobs of domestic workers.83

The Department can issue regulations under this statutory language to establish a baseline “acceptable” standard for working conditions for visa workers below which workers in the United States would be adversely affected.84 Courts have approvingly cited regulations, implemented under the “adversely affected” language in the H-2A program, that require that foreign workers be provided with “housing, meals, equipment, and transportation.”85 Without such minimum conditions, workers on employment-based visas might be more attractive to employers than U.S. workers because of their exploitability as relatively more captive labor. According to one federal court, this would “adversely affect” workers in the United States, either by causing employers to hire through visa programs without making a good faith effort to hire domestically, or by forcing U.S. workers to accept worse working conditions or wages in order to compete with foreign labor.86

As previewed in Section II(C), the prohibitions and requirements recommended in this memorandum would help ensure that the employment of FENs does not “adversely affect” the wages and working conditions of workers in the United States. First, as explained above, permitting employers to impose restrictive employment agreements like stay-or-pay contracts and non-competes increases the immobility of already-captive workers, making them more exploitable by employers. This increases the likelihood that U.S. workers would have to assent to such restrictive conditions in order to compete for jobs – thus “adversely affecting” their working conditions in violation of the statute. This justification is similar to previous DOL analyses regarding the coercive effects of employer-driven debt in similar contexts.87 Second, requiring FENs to take on debt loads – by signing stay-or-pay contracts – reduces the effective wage that employers are paying FENs, as the looming obligation to repay deprives them of a “free and clear” wage or an actual repayment causes them to have a negative wage in their final work week.88 This may require workers in the United States to accept lower actual wages in order to compete with foreign labor. Third, non-competes have been shown to suppress wages by reducing labor market competition.89 Allowing the proliferation of restrictive employment contracts would thus have the effect of “adversely affecting” U.S. worker wages.

2. Regulatory history

The DOL has issued several regulations modifying the permanent labor certification process that governs, among other categories, EB-3 visas, all of which are based on the statutory language cited above. The DOL
has relied upon the statutory language described above to impose requirements on employers related to both workers’ wages (e.g., that they are paid the local prevailing wage\textsuperscript{89}) and working conditions (e.g., that the conditions be “normal to the occupation in the area and industry”\textsuperscript{90}). For example, in 2004 the DOL revamped the certification process. The final regulation imposed myriad requirements, including that employers applying for certification for live-in domestic workers attest to the fact that they provide private room and board to the worker free-of-charge.\textsuperscript{92}

In 2007, the DOL issued additional regulations governing the process for permanent labor certification, again based on the same statutory predicates. The new rules sought to “enhance program integrity and reduce the incentives and opportunities for fraud and abuse” in the system.\textsuperscript{93} Among others, the final rule prohibited the sale, barter, or purchase of certifications and applications, and barred employers from permitting aliens to pay the costs of their own labor certification. Note how the DOL justified the latter restriction, still in effect today at 20 C.F.R. § 656.12, in the terms of the statute:

> permanent labor certification is an employer-driven process; employers, not aliens, must file permanent labor certification applications. To the extent the alien beneficiary who is the subject of the labor certification application and, later, the immigrant petition, is financially involved in the application process directly or indirectly, this involvement casts suspicion on the integrity of the process and the existence of a bona fide job opportunity...

> ...an alien employee who reimburses his employer via deductions from his paycheck or a lump payment is effectively being paid a lower wage than agreed to by the employer on the labor certification. A U.S. worker is non-competitive with the alien worker unless he too accepts the actual lower wage. Therefore, the practice of aliens reimbursing employers for expenses the employer incurred in the labor certification process adversely affects the compensation of U.S. workers.\textsuperscript{94}

Although not specifically applicable to the EB-3 program or the permanent labor certification process, the DOL has also issued regulations based on similar job market test and “adversely affect” language on employers seeking certification for other visa categories. Those regulations, among other things, increased the wage requirements for agricultural workers to ensure that U.S. workers would not be adversely affected by competition;\textsuperscript{95} required employers to cover inbound transportation and other costs;\textsuperscript{96} and otherwise sought to reduce workers’ indebtedness to their employers to prevent the creation of “conditions akin to indentured servitude, driving down wages and working conditions for all workers, foreign and domestic.”\textsuperscript{97}
These examples demonstrate how the DOL has interpreted the job market test and “adversely affect” language of the INA to authorize the agency to impose common-sense restrictions on alien employment meant to protect visa holders, from exploitation at the hand of employers, and U.S. workers, from unfair competitive pressures of having to compete with a vulnerable and exploitable workforce.

Proposal: Issue a New Regulation via Notice-And-Comment Rulemaking That Requires Attestation and Documentation to Demonstrate That Employers Are Not Using Stay-Or-Pay Contracts to Immobilize FENs

The DOL should adopt the following regulatory changes to ensure that FENs are not subject to exploitative non-compete and stay-or-pay contracts. These proposals assume the continued existence of Schedule A for nursing professionals. If, for whatever reason, Schedule A is not in effect at the time of these reforms, proposal #3 below would be obsolete.

1. Adding a new attestation to Form 9089 at 20 C.F.R. § 656.10(c)(11) that workers brought in under a permanent labor certification will not be subject to a charge if they are fired, resign, or attempt to find work with a different employer. This would fit the character of 20 C.F.R. § 656.10(c) attestations that ensure that employers conduct a bona fide job market test and that alien employment will not adversely affect U.S. workers, such as the §656.10(c)(6) assurance that the job is not open as a result of an organized labor action and the §656.10(c)(1)-(2) assurances that the job offer includes a prevailing wage. False attestations would be punishable under the agency’s debarment procedures and several federal statutes that prohibit making false statements to government agencies, particularly in the context of visa misuse.

2. Adding a subsection to 20 C.F.R. § 656.12 that explicitly forbids employers from attempting to impose or imposing a charge on workers if they are fired, resign, or attempt to find work with a different employer. This would fit neatly alongside the existing 20 C.F.R. § 656.12 prohibitions that ensure that certification does not circumvent a bona fide job market test and does not adversely affect U.S. workers, such as the §656.12(a) prohibition on selling or trading labor certifications and the §656.12(b) prohibition on foreign workers covering the costs of the labor certification process. Violations would again be punishable under the agency’s debarment procedures and various federal statutes.

3. Amending 20 C.F.R. § 656.15(a) to require employers seeking to use Schedule A to submit along with their application to DHS a copy of the employment contract that they plan to enter into with the
immigrant worker. Additionally, the regulation should require a copy of the Form 9089 and employment contract to be sent to DOL/ETA. This component would ensure that the DOL has access to this information, even if the employer’s certification qualifies for Schedule A.

4. Adding a new subsection to 20 C.F.R. § 656.17(a) that requires employers to submit along with their Form 9089 a copy of the employment contract that they plan to use with the immigrant worker and amending 20 C.F.R. § 656.17(j) to prohibit stay-or-pay contracts.

Making comprehensive updates to general permanent labor certification regulations, as proposed in #1 and #2 above, Schedule A regulations, as proposed in #3 above, and the basic labor certification process, as proposed in #4 above, carries with it the benefits of ensuring regulatory consistency across occupational categories (e.g. healthcare staff, like nursing assistants, that may not qualify for Schedule A) and anticipating potential future changes to Schedule A.
Conclusion

Employers’ use of non-compete and stay-or-pay contracts to further constrain an already-vulnerable workforce has negative effects on workers in the United States, patients’ health and safety, as well as on FENs themselves. The Department of Labor should take steps to reduce the use of restrictive employment contractors in this sector, which would protect FENs from exploitation and safeguard the wages and working conditions of American workers.
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INVOKING THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES’ AUTHORITY TO BAN NON-COMPETES AND STAY-OR-PAY CONTRACTS
Introduction

Today, many of the country's largest healthcare systems and staffing agencies engage in widespread, exploitative, and unfair practices that threaten patient care and conditions, diminish competition, and hamper our economy and economic growth. President Biden himself recognizes the danger that concentration and anti-competitive behavior pose, including in the healthcare sector, and issued an executive order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy that called for a whole of government approach to “ensure patients are not harmed” by such behavior.

As healthcare systems look to concentrate their power within hospital markets, they’ve increasingly relied on their power within labor markets. Systems routinely use traditional non-compete clauses; these prohibit staff from working elsewhere in the healthcare industry for a pre-set period of time and within a certain geographic area after leaving their current job. Now, as the Biden Administration and state lawmakers, have cracked down on traditional non-compete clauses, healthcare systems are increasingly relying on new, nefarious contractual provisions: stay-or-pay contracts. They operate as de facto non-compete clauses, intentionally designed to evade bans on traditional non-compete clauses while achieving the same outcome through different means. These contracts, often presented as a precondition for employment, require departing employees to pay their employer tens of thousands of dollars if they leave their job before an arbitrarily set date, and can include a host of other financial penalties. Throughout this memo, the term “non-compete clause” refers to both traditional and de facto non-compete clauses.

A number of federal agencies have clear statutory authority to regulate the use of non-compete clauses, including the Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS,” “Department”). As needed to protect patient health and safety, the Social Security Act empowers the Secretary of HHS to impose Conditions of Participation (“CoPs”) on facilities that serve Medicare and Medicaid patients. Traditional and de facto non-competes, which are particularly prevalent in the healthcare industry, have been shown to negatively affect patient health and safety – through interrupted patient care, reduced worker morale, and reduced ability of staff to advocate for safe patient conditions.

This memorandum proposes that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”) promulgate, through notice-and-comment rulemaking, a regulation banning the use of traditional and de facto non-competes in healthcare worker employment arrangements.
Justification

Non-Compete Clauses in the Healthcare Sector

Non-compete clauses are ubiquitous throughout the healthcare industry. For example, up to 80 percent of certified registered nurse anesthetists are currently subject to traditional non-compete clauses. In part due to the recent federal and state regulatory attention paid to traditional non-compete clauses, de facto non-compete clauses, which include stay-or-pay arrangements like Training Repayment Agreement Provisions (“TRAPs”) and liquidated damages provisions, have also become commonplace within the healthcare sector, particularly among healthcare professionals at the onset of their careers. A TRAP requires a worker who is fired or quits before a set period of time to pay the employer for the cost of on-the-job training. A liquidated damages provision is similar, but the financial penalty accounts for broader claimed expenses like recruitment and onboarding costs.

In 2022, the National Nurses United (“NNU”) conducted a survey of registered nurses and found that about half of respondents were required to participate in a training or residency program during their career, and 55 percent of the registered nurses working in hospitals who participated in such programs reported being required to repay their employer for the cost of their training if they departed the hospital before their employment contract expired. TRAPs are often instituted at less desirable hospitals with unsafe working or patient care conditions, including at the largest for-profit healthcare system in the country, HCA Healthcare. Indeed, TRAPs have become so ubiquitous in the healthcare sector that nurses who purposefully search for jobs that do not require TRAPs can struggle to find them. Consider one example of how HCA uses TRAPs to immobilize workers and reduce their bargaining power:

Newly hired new graduate [registered nurses] seeking employment at HCA Healthcare’s Mission Hospital in Asheville, NC and a number of other HCA Healthcare hospitals are required to sign a [Training Repayment Agreement] with HCA Healthcare subsidiary HealthTrust, a health care industry supply chain management company. Under the contract, HealthTrust requires newly graduated nurses — who are fully licensed and working as [registered nurses] in HCA Healthcare hospitals — to complete the company-run StarRN program to receive so-called nursing coursework. Under the contract, these newly graduated nurses are required to take out a $10,000 promissory note for program costs and must for years accept suppressed wages that are frequently lower than other [registered nurses] working in the same job but outside the StarRN program. Additionally, as temporary employees these nurses do not receive benefits. After completing the program, nurses are required to work full-time for HCA Healthcare for two years or else they must repay the promissory note. [Registered nurses] working at Mission Hospital who are in the StarRN
program make a set rate of $24 an hour, potentially depressing wage growth, while the hourly median wage for [registered nurses] in the state is $32.13.  

HCA is not alone, of course: UCHealth, MedStar Health, and other health systems also use TRAPs, for which the payback amounts range from $5,000 to $50,000.  

Cognizant of the increased regulatory and media scrutiny on the use of TRAPs in employment, some employers instead use restrictive debt clauses tied to sign-on and relocation bonuses. These arrangements function much the same way as other stay-or-pay contracts, by constraining the employment choices that workers have. If setting debt traps was not their purpose, employers could instead offer relocation bonuses that are not subject to repayment or improve retention and protect training investments by offering longevity bonuses.  

As the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB") explained in a recent report on employer-driven debt, workers are often rushed into signing up for de facto non-compete contracts and debt loads because they are presented as conditions of employment. Additionally, employers misrepresent the value and nature of the contracts that workers are required to sign: whereas workers are made to believe that the contracts and debt are necessary to achieve career mobility and higher earnings, employers instead use the contracts as tools to reduce outside employment options.  

In a recent regulatory comment, the Student Borrower Protection Center identified other examples of stay-or-pay contracts in the healthcare sector. When a doctor at Concentra, Inc. concluded that the job was a bad fit, he was unable to leave because his boss told him, "[w]e will make you pay" and "[t]he contract will be enforced." The stay-or-pay provision of the contract required that he give four months notice to quit or pay a fee that was equivalent to his salary for the remainder of that time period, which amounted to tens of thousands of dollars. During the four month period, the doctor turned down multiple job offers. The contract also included non-compete, non-solicitation, and non-disclosure clauses.  

One nurse from the Philippines at Health Carousel, LLC, an international healthcare recruiting and staffing agency, learned upon starting her placement in Pennsylvania that she was paid much less than other nurses, earning only $25.50 per hour compared to more than $35 per hour. The nurse was troubled by the work, which she found to be brutal and often dangerous due to understaffing, and the healthcare staffing agency exerted intense control over her life: not allowing her to discuss working conditions with other staff or leave town without the agency's permission. When the nurse decided she needed to leave her job, the staffing agency, invoking the contract she had signed in the Philippines, demanded $20,000, which she paid with money her boyfriend had been saving for years to buy a house. Similar stories of exploitation by nurse staffing agencies are all-too-common.
Restrictive employment contracts like traditional and de facto non-competes tend to produce relatively more negative impacts on women, workers of color, and workers with disabilities. These workers are generally more likely to be low-wage workers, who are most negatively impacted by stay-or-pay practices. In healthcare specifically, Black women are disproportionately represented in the sector and are heavily concentrated in some of its lowest-wage and most hazardous jobs—precisely the types of positions for which employers use restrictive employment contracts to constrain workers. Additionally, TRAPs in healthcare are most common among new nurses and foreign-born nurses, both of which are more likely to be workers of color and women.

**Patient Safety and Health**

Non-compete clauses like these threaten patient health and safety in several ways. Perhaps most obviously, as the American Medical Association's Code of Medical Ethics explains, traditional non-compete clauses that restrict the ability of departing staff to work in the healthcare industry within a certain geographic area can “disrupt continuity of care[,] and may limit access to care.” A 2022 survey about the impacts of traditional non-compete clauses on patient care revealed that overwhelming majorities of the orthopedic surgeon respondents agreed that such clauses negatively affect patients. Eighty percent of respondents agreed with this statement: “I would have to abandon patients I had cared for over many years leaving their care to someone who did not know them or their surgical history as well,” and 72.6 percent of respondents agreed with this statement: “My patients would have to drive a long distance to see me at my new practice after I left due to my non-compete clause.” Congressional leaders have also taken note that “thoughtless enforcement” of non-compete clauses can interrupt patient care.

The immobilizing effects that the clauses have on healthcare workers also lead to worse conditions for patients. These clauses limit employees’ ability to exit a job, raising the stakes of termination or quitting, and depriving them of leverage to raise concerns about workplace conditions. In many cases, the monetary sum that workers would have to pay out to their employer in the event of resignation or termination is prohibitively large. For example, the Department of Labor (“DOL”) recently filed a complaint under the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), alleging that the liquidated damages provision utilized by a healthcare staffing agency would have required its FEN employee to repay all income that he grossed during the entirety of his employment, thus depriving him of the statutorily mandated minimum wage. Even where such contractual provisions are not enforced, or are not legally enforceable, they have an *in terrorem* effect, and their mere existence may pressure workers into staying in an otherwise unacceptable job. For example, one nurse decided to return to their job after the hospital sent a post-resignation letter demanding that the nurse either pay the hospital $18,000 or return...
to work and complete the two-year/4,000 hour requirement.\textsuperscript{32}

As NNU explained in a comment to the CFPB, “when employers hold nurses hostage as debtors, it makes it difficult for nurses to speak out about unsafe working conditions and to advocate for their patients to ensure they receive safe and effective nursing care.”\textsuperscript{33} In survey comments and interviews with NNU, registered nurses frequently reported “being required to work in units that had dangerously low nurse-to-patient ratios.”\textsuperscript{34} The employee in the DOL complaint referenced above, for example, wanted to quit largely because of concerns about patient safety, which he raised with his employer to no avail. He eventually “grew deeply concerned that he could not meet his ethical and professional responsibilities under [his employer’s] working conditions, including a heavy patient load that he believed in good faith did not permit him to provide adequate patient care” and began suffering physical and mental health harms from his employment.\textsuperscript{35} An SEIU regulatory comment identified the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center as a healthcare employer that has a “well-documented history of retaliating against workers” who speak up about workplace issues, but explained that workers would be less able to speak up about working conditions because of the stay-or-pay provisions in their employment contracts.\textsuperscript{36}

Trapping workers in toxic working conditions can also contribute to burnout. Burnout and toxic work environments for medical workers have been found to increase rates of medical error.\textsuperscript{37} As one surgeon respondent put it in a survey about non-compete clauses in their field: “[s]urgeons who remain in unhealthy orthopaedic groups/practices cannot emotionally or psychologically be their best versions.”\textsuperscript{38} One nurse interviewed by NBC News, who ended up quitting despite her $2,000 TRAP, reported that she “didn’t even have time to take a lunch break, [her] hair was falling out, the level of stress just wasn’t sustainable.”\textsuperscript{39} Another explained that she quit because she was afraid her working conditions would cause her to accidentally harm a patient, but most of her colleagues remained in their jobs because of the debt scheme.

Finally, non-compete clauses can negatively impact patient safety and health through their effects on prices for healthcare services. A 2021 study examined the relationship between the enforceability of non-compete clauses in the healthcare industry, as modulated by state legislation, and healthcare prices. The authors found that increased enforceability of non-compete clauses is associated with increased final good prices.\textsuperscript{40} Higher prices for healthcare leads to higher out-of-pocket costs for patients. This can exacerbate financial insecurity, which is linked to worse health outcomes.\textsuperscript{41} While Medicare and Medicaid enrollees may be protected from such prices through their insurance programs, most privately insured and all uninsured patients are not, leaving millions unprotected when receiving care. Moreover, Medicare and Medicaid patients could nonetheless be affected if a privately insured or uninsured family member encounters higher healthcare prices, or because of “churning” between private health insurance, uninsured status, and the Medicare and Medicaid programs, based on income and other eligibility criteria.\textsuperscript{42}
Current State

Advocacy efforts around ending non-compete clauses in healthcare have accelerated in recent years in response to the increased use of such anti-competitive practices in the industry. Additionally, the decline of physician-owned practices means that more physicians practice as employees who are increasingly subject to restrictive covenants on their employment.

NNU has led regulatory advocacy against stay-or-pay contracts in the healthcare sector. As noted above, in a comment in response to the CFPB’s request for information on employer-driven debt practices, the union detailed the results of its survey of registered nurses on the subject. The comment explained how employer-driven debt arrangements like TRAPs create unsafe and unfair conditions for nurses and their patients, and identified other troublesome employer practices in the industry. NNU also submitted a comment on a Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and Department of Justice (“DOJ”) merger enforcement request for information asking the agencies to consider the “emergence of coercive employment contracts, including nurse training repayment agreements.”

Congressional leaders, too, have made calls for federal agencies to consider how anti-competitive employment contracts may run afoul of existing laws. For example, Senators Brown, Murray, and Warren sent a letter to the CFPB asking the Bureau to investigate and regulate TRAPs which, they explained, “raise significant concerns about consumer and worker protection.”

There has been some enforcement and potential regulation of non-compete clauses at other federal agencies, but no such regulation from CMS. For example, the FTC has proposed to ban traditional and some forms of de facto non-compete contracts in a forthcoming rule. However, the FTC does not traditionally enforce antitrust laws against anti-competitive practices of most nonprofit entities. Almost half of all hospitals are technically not-for-profit. Additionally, the DOL’s recently filed lawsuit reference above was based on minimum wage and overtime laws. However, even if the DOL had the resources to vigorously go after each instance in which anti-competitive contracts caused employers to violate the FLSA, many healthcare workers may earn too much to fall within the law’s bare-minimum protections.
Proposed Action

Legal Authority

An HHS CoP regulation banning non-compete clauses for any worker in facilities that receive Medicare or Medicaid funds would be on firm legal footing, based on the applicable statute, regulatory history, and case law.

1. Statutory authority

HHS has the authority to make this change under Section 1861(e) of the Social Security Act. Section 1861(e) authorizes the Department to update its Medicare CoPs for hospitals as needed, granting broad authority to the Secretary to adopt “such other requirements” that they “find[] necessary in the interest of the health and safety of individuals who are furnished services in the institution.”\(^50\) Hospitals that receive Medicaid payments must also meet Medicare CoPs.\(^50\)

Additionally, 42 U.S.C. § 1302(a) authorizes CMS to “publish such rules and regulations . . . as may be necessary to the efficient administration of the [agency’s] functions.” And 42 U.S.C. § 1395hh(a)(1) authorizes CMS to “prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the administration of the insurance programs” under the health insurance sections of the Social Security Act, as amended.

While the CoPs proposed in this memorandum do tend to benefit Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries, the fact that they also protect the “interest of the health and safety of” non-Medicare or Medicaid patients provides yet another reason that CMS possesses the statutory authority to issue these regulations. CoP regulations are valid even if they tend to benefit patients that are not enrolled in Medicare or Medicaid more than those that are. There is no statutory limitation that requires a CoP to explicitly benefit Medicare or Medicaid patients. As stated above, HHS’s authority to set facility-level policy stems from Section 1861(e)(9), which allows new CoPs that are “in the interest of the health and safety of individuals who are furnished services in the institution” (emphasis added). This gives HHS the authority to adopt CoPs that improve the health, safety, and well-being of hospital patients in general, without requiring a CoP to benefit Medicare patients explicitly. Further, Medicare CoPs apply on a facility-wide basis and thus extend to all patients, regardless of insurance status or payment source. Implementing regulations for prior CoPs on visitation rights, for instance, confirmed that these protections apply to all patients, regardless of payor.\(^51\)
2. Scope of authority and regulatory history

Issuing CoPs for facilities that participate in the Medicare and Medicaid programs is a long-standing practice for HHS.\textsuperscript{52} In fact, the first CoPs were developed and issued in 1966, mere months following the passage of the statute that authorized creation of the Medicare and Medicaid programs.\textsuperscript{53} Since the 1960s, HHS has issued CoPs for participating facilities that define myriad requirements relating to governing bodies, medical staff, nursing services, and many other aspects of administration and care.\textsuperscript{54}

Regulations implementing Medicare CoPs for hospitals have been in place since at least 1966 and updated regularly over time. CoPs have been revised in response to, for instance, new technological advances like telehealth,\textsuperscript{55} a broader recognition of patient rights,\textsuperscript{56} the need to modernize definitions of family,\textsuperscript{57} and new organizational models like multi-hospital systems.\textsuperscript{58} HHS has also routinely used its authority to issue COPs that relate to staffing issues and employee management generally.\textsuperscript{59}

The Supreme Court recently considered the scope of the Secretary’s authority to set Medicare CoPs in \textit{Biden v. Missouri}.\textsuperscript{60} In that case, several states challenged HHS’s interim final rule imposing a CoP that required many healthcare workers in Medicare-participating facilities to receive the COVID-19 vaccine.\textsuperscript{61} The states argued, and the dissenting justices agreed, that the scope of the Secretary’s CoP authority was limited to “bureaucratic rules regarding the technical administration of Medicare and Medicaid.”\textsuperscript{62} Under that “narrower view,” the vaccine mandate would fail.

The Court disagreed in a 5-4 decision, explaining that CoPs have always been more than technical rules. Instead, the Court pointed to a “host of conditions that address the safe and effective provision of healthcare, not simply sound accounting.”\textsuperscript{63} The Court found that the vaccine mandate “fit[] neatly within the language of the statute” in part because ensuring that medical providers avoid passing dangerous viruses to their patients “is consistent with the fundamental principle of the medical profession: first, do no harm.”\textsuperscript{64}

In a key passage, the Court addressed HHS’s authority to impose conditions related to healthcare workers:

Moreover, the Secretary routinely imposes [CoPs] that relate to the qualifications and duties of healthcare workers themselves. See, \textit{e.g.}, §§ 482.42(c) (2)(iv) (requiring training of “hospital personnel and staff “ on “infection prevention and control guidelines”), 483.60(a)(1)(ii) (qualified dieticians must have completed at least 900 hours of supervised practice), 482.26(b)–(c) (specifying personnel authorized to use radiologic equipment). And the Secretary has always justified these sorts of requirements by citing his authorities
to protect patient health and safety. See, e.g., §§ 482.1(a)(ii), 483.1(a)(1)(ii), 416.1(a)(1). As these examples illustrate, the Secretary’s role in administering Medicare and Medicaid goes far beyond that of a mere bookkeeper.\textsuperscript{65}

Acknowledging that the vaccine mandate was unprecedented, the Court explained that HHS never had to grapple with a “problem of this scale and scope before.”\textsuperscript{66}

Additional existing CoPs that the Supreme Court did not mention but also relate to either the qualifications and duties of healthcare workers or what hospitals can or must do as employers include:\textsuperscript{67} 42 C.F.R. § 482.12(a)(6), which requires the hospital’s governing body to “[e]nsure the criteria for selection [of medical staff] are individual character, competence, training, experience, and judgment;” and 42 C.F.R. § 482.23, which requires hospitals to have “adequate numbers of” nurses and enough staff to ensure “the immediate availability of a registered nurse for the care of any patient.” \textsuperscript{68}

3. Legal policy justification

A CoP rule that disallows or otherwise regulates non-compete clauses for healthcare workers would be well in line with the “conditions of participation that relate to the qualifications and duties of healthcare workers” that the Supreme Court identified as within the scope of the Secretary’s CoP-setting authority “in the interest of the health and safety” of patients. There are several justifications that the Secretary could use in setting a CoP regulating these contracts. Generally, hospitals use these contracts to prevent workers from leaving instead of improving deteriorated working and patient conditions that threaten patient safety and health. Specifically:

\begin{itemize}
  \item **Non-compete clauses can threaten the health and safety of patients by disrupting continuity of care and limiting patient access to familiar care.** As described in the Justification section, non-compete clauses that restrict workers from working in the healthcare industry in a particular geographic area and/or timeframe can cause patients to lose contact with the personnel that best knows their medical histories.
  
  \item **Non-compete clauses can threaten the health and safety of patients by preventing workers from speaking up about dangerous conditions that harm patient well-being.** Because of the heightened stakes of quitting or being fired,\textsuperscript{69} healthcare workers may be more hesitant to advocate to ensure safe conditions for patients.\textsuperscript{70} For example, a survey of nurses conducted by NNU identified “nurses [who] reported being required to work in units that had dangerously low nurse-to-patient ratios” but felt “constrained in their ability to complain or leave” because of their employer-created debts.\textsuperscript{71} Research about unionization among nurses identifies worker voice as a factor that benefits patient safety.\textsuperscript{72}
\end{itemize}
Surveys of physicians reveal that traditional non-compete clauses also have this effect. 60 percent of surgeon respondents in one survey agreed with this statement: “I would have to give substandard patient care because my non-compete prevents me from leaving my job and remaining in the area my family wishes to live.”

- **Non-compete clauses can threaten the health and safety of patients by creating toxic work environments and increasing medical error.** A hospital staffed with personnel who would prefer to not work for their employer - but are doing so under financial duress - may be less conducive to safe and healthy conditions for patients. As one surgeon respondent put it in a survey about non-compete clauses in their field: “[s]urgeons who remain in unhealthy orthopaedic groups/practices cannot emotionally or psychologically be their best versions.” Burnout and toxic work environments for medical workers has been found to increase rates of medical error.

- **De facto non-compete clauses like TRAPs are not necessary to maintain staffing levels.** Employers might argue that doing away with stay-or-pay contracts like TRAPs will make them unable to retain adequate staffing levels to satisfy other CoPs that they must fulfill. However, coercive contractual arrangements are not the way to ensure retention. Health care professionals compelled to stay in unsafe working conditions through debt traps often leave as soon as the contract is over, if not sooner. Employers can retain workers by creating good jobs where they can care for their patients safely. Indeed, the largest for-profit healthcare system in the world announced recently that it would stop using TRAPs to retain its staff.

- **Non-compete clauses harm all patients through poorer health outcomes caused by financial insecurity.** Non-compete clauses have been shown to increase healthcare prices. Increased healthcare prices causes financial insecurity linked to poorer health outcomes. This threatens the health and safety of uninsured patients and those whose insurance plans include cost-sharing. Further, increased healthcare prices affect the health and safety of Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries because of financial instability within mixed-insurance status households and the significant rate of churn between Medicare, Medicaid, private insurance, and self-pay statuses.

The relationship between restrictive employment contracts and patient safety and health, explained above, could support a finding by the Secretary that banning traditional and de facto non-compete clauses is “necessary in the interest of the health and safety of individuals who are furnished services” in facilities that accept Medicare and Medicaid funding. Such a regulation would be a natural addition to the “host of conditions that address the safe and effective provision of healthcare.”
In order to survive arbitrary and capricious review, such justifications would need to be based on empirical evidence from research and comments in the rulemaking record. For example, in proposing a CoP that required open visitation rights in Medicare facilities, HHS cited a study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, which contained a literature review and anecdotal evidence about how open visitation “may help [patients] by providing a support system and shaping a more familiar environment as they engender trust in families, creating a better working relationship between hospital staff and family members.”

**Issue a New CoP via Notice-and-Comment Rulemaking**

We recommend that HHS use standard notice-and-comment rulemaking procedures by issuing a notice of proposed rulemaking, accepting public comment for 60 days, and then issuing a final rule. A 60-day comment period is appropriate given the stakeholder interest that this proposal will generate, and is in line with past practice: the Obama administration provided a 60-day comment period on a 2010 proposal to update Medicare CoPs to provide equal visitation rights for LGBT families. Because this rule will affect market dynamics and contract negotiations between physicians, hospitals, nurses, and other workers, we recommend an effective date that balances the need to quickly protect patients while providing time for stakeholders to operationalize adjustments as needed.

The new CoP should prohibit a participating health care organization, or any parent, subsidiary, or third-party agent or company (including staffing agencies), from use of any contract or contract term that includes a non-compete clause or requires a health care worker to pay for a debt if the health care worker’s employment or work relationship with a specific health care employer is terminated.
Conclusion

Healthcare employers are deploying non-competes and stay-or-pay contracts to trap workers in poor working conditions that create risks to patient health and safety. HHS should use its CoP authority to issue regulations banning these practices among healthcare facility employers that accept Medicare and Medicaid funds.
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INVOKING THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S SAFETY AUTHORITY TO BAN THE USE OF NON-COMPETE AND DE FACTO NON-COMPETE CLAUSES IN TRUCKING
**Introduction**

The American trucking industry is characterized by poor pay and unsafe working conditions, both of which have contributed to high rates of driver turnover. In an attempt to mitigate this challenge without offering better terms of employment, motor carriers use traditional and de facto non-compete clauses, including stay-or-pay contracts that require a departing worker to pay his employer a certain amount. Throughout this memo, the term “non-compete clause” refers to both traditional and de facto non-compete clauses. These provisions prevent drivers from pursuing better job opportunities and further suppress wages by decreasing competition for labor.

Non-compete clauses also create safety risk for drivers and the general public by increasing economic pressure on drivers and creating disincentives for drivers to speak up about their safety concerns. Heightened economic pressure: encourages unsafe driving behavior; discourages maintenance and repairs that are necessary for safety; and traps drivers in unsafe and sometimes violent working arrangements.

A number of federal agencies have authority to regulate these agreements, including the Department of Transportation (“DOT”). This memorandum proposes that the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (“FMCSA”) promulgate, through notice-and-comment rulemaking, a regulation banning the use of non-compete and de facto non-compete clauses in employment contracts for commercial motor vehicle drivers.
Justification

Non-Competes in Trucking

Since deregulation in the 1970s and 1980s, the trucking sector, which once offered solid, well-paying jobs with reasonable terms, has transformed into one with notoriously poor working conditions and terrible pay. Changes brought about by deregulation and declining unionization caused trucker pay to plummet and hours to lengthen, resulting in extremely high turnover rates. In 1980, big rig drivers affiliated with the Teamsters union made an average of more than $100,000 per year in 2022 dollars. Most had predictable schedules, frequent nights at home, and were provided hotel rooms for nights spent on the road. As part of its efforts to curb inflation, the Carter administration removed regulatory barriers to entry to the industry, which triggered bankruptcies at legacy, unionized carriers. Today, the average annual salary for truckers hovers just below $50,000. Truckers routinely spend weeks away from home, lack health insurance, may be required to pay their own fuel costs and maintenance, and work more than 60 hours per week, with many of those hours left uncompensated because they are not paid for time spent waiting for loading or unloading; truckers are also excluded from the overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. As a result, the industry faces staggering turnover rates: in 2019, 91 percent of new drivers quit their jobs, moving to another company or out of the industry. Turnover rates in some segments of the industry can reach 200%. Further, industry estimates indicate that over 90 percent of new hires decide whether to quit or stay in their driving jobs within the first 6 months of work — a time period that often coincides with the contract term of stay-or-pay contracts discussed in this memorandum.

Rather than increase pay or improve working conditions to attract and retain drivers, trucking companies have turned to non-compete clauses, in traditional and de facto forms, to limit drivers’ mobility. Traditional non-competes, which restrict a driver who leaves a company from working in the logistics industry for a set period of time and within a certain geographic area, are common in the industry. Driver advocates see these clauses as restricting wages of drivers and contributing to unsafe practices that force drivers out of the industry. At least one in five American workers is subject to a traditional non-compete clause. The exact proportion of commercial motor vehicle (“CMV”) drivers restrained by non-compete clauses is difficult to estimate, but one study found that 21 percent of workers employed in transportation and material moving occupations within the transportation and warehousing sector are subject to such contractual provisions.

Now, as the Biden Administration and state lawmakers have cracked down on traditional non-compete clauses, transportation companies are increasingly relying on new, nefarious contractual provisions: stay-or-pay
contracts. These contracts operate as de facto non-compete clauses, intentionally designed to evade bans on traditional non-compete clauses while achieving the same outcome through different means. These contracts require departing employees to pay their employer thousands of dollars if they leave their job via termination or resignation before a specific date, and can include a host of other financial penalties.

As the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB") explained in a recent report on employer-driven debt, workers are often rushed into signing up for de facto non-compete contracts and associated debt loads because they are presented as conditions of employment. The on-boarding process in the trucking industry, which commonly takes the form of a one- to four-day orientation conducted at one of the motor carrier's terminals, exacerbates the pressure put on workers. Workers may travel hundreds, if not thousands, of miles to attend a motor carrier's orientation on a one-way ticket arranged and paid for by the motor carrier. The contracts may be presented to the worker for the first time during the final hours of orientation and if the contract is not executed, the worker may need to pay for the return home. Additionally, employers misrepresent the value and nature of the contracts that workers are required to sign: whereas workers are made to believe that the contracts and debt are necessary to achieve career mobility and higher earnings, employers instead use the contracts as tools to reduce outside employment options.

One of the most common forms of stay-or-pay contracts in the trucking industry is the training repayment agreement provision ("TRAP"). TRAPs are a type of liquidated damages provision wherein the worker agrees to pay the employer for the employee's training expenses if the worker leaves or is terminated before a certain date. Often the training is inaccurately valued in the TRAPs because of the dubious quality of the training and the failure to properly account for productive work performed by workers during the training, and the financial penalties imposed on drivers can be significant. The CFPB explained that one company charged drivers over $6,000 for attending its commercial driver's license school if they sought out a different employment opportunity, but the company only paid the driving school $1,400-$2,500 per driver. One former trainee at CRST, a large privately-owned transportation company, explained that "calling the [training] program a 'training' might have even been a stretch," as it did not contain "real training in backing up" and "didn't really prep you for the" commercial driver's license test. When his instructor quit, the trainee decided to move on from CRST and was immediately subjected to repeated calls from debt collection agencies attempting to collect more than $6,000 on behalf of CRST.

The exact prevalence of TRAPs is difficult to quantify, but one survey revealed that nearly 10 percent of American workers are subject to these provisions, and the Student Borrower Protection Center estimated that "major employers rely upon TRAPs in segments of the U.S. labor market that collectively employ more than one in
three private-sector workers. Although estimates of TRAPs’ prevalence in trucking is unavailable, there are documented examples of their use at many of the largest trucking companies, including Swift Transportation School (an on-site training program for Knight-Swift Transportation Holdings Inc.), Schneider Trucking School (a training program for Schneider National), Prime Trucking School (a training program for Prime, Inc.), and Contract Freighters.

Restrictive employment contracts like traditional and de facto non-competes tend to produce relatively more negative impacts on women, workers of color, and workers with disabilities. These workers are generally more likely to be low-wage workers, who are most negatively impacted by stay-or-pay practices. TRAPs, for example, are more common in industries that disproportionately employ women and people of color. Truck drivers, although mostly men, are more likely to be non-white than the average worker.

**Driver and Public Safety**

Traditional non-compete clauses and de facto non-compete clauses enforced by employer-driven debt increase economic pressure on drivers. This economic pressure can put drivers and the public at risk by creating incentives to drive unsafely, reducing the likelihood that trucks are properly maintained, and perpetuating unsafe work environments.

These clauses create economic pressure on drivers by raising the stakes of quitting or getting fired, thereby suppressing wages for drivers because carriers face little pressure to compete to retain talent. Additionally, these contracts can directly reduce drivers’ net compensation through demands for repayment on a stay-or-pay contract or for breaking a traditional non-compete clause. For example, as noted above, CRST enforces TRAPs of more than $6,500, which is an enormous sum compared to the approximately $50,000 average annual salary of CRST drivers. These debt obligations can follow drivers throughout their careers.

Economic pressure caused by these provisions can trap drivers in unsafe, toxic, and abusive, work environments. Because financial penalties created by de facto non-compete clauses apply to workers upon their resignation or, often, termination, they are strongly incentivized to remain, quietly in their jobs even when doing so means declining to report safety violations or enduring harassment or abuse. Trucking is an industry notorious for its harsh working conditions, and drivers’ inability to speak up about risks to their personal safety for fear of retaliation or firing creates safety risks for drivers and the public.
With regard to abuse, the Biden Administration has acknowledged that the prevalence of sexual assault and harassment in the trucking industry plays a role in dissuading women from helping fill what the administration sees as a labor shortage in trucking. A disturbing episode documented in a SBPC report illustrates how de facto non-competes can perpetuate this crisis:

One woman who was a student trainee at CRST reported being raped by her trainer at the beginning of her 10-month training program. When she reported the incident to the company, she was told “without corroborating evidence like a video, the company could not do anything.” Her complaint went ignored. After being effectively terminated by CRST following the event, she received a bill for $9,000 due to her TRAP. When she later sued the company for multiple causes, the company settled for $5 million. The court case revealed a much wider problem. In a deposition for the case, Brooke Willey, vice president of human resources, stated that in 2018 and 2019, there were 150 to 200 sexual harassment claims involving CRST drivers.

In many cases, drivers suffer harassment and abuse at the hands of their supervisor or training co-driver. According to one attorney working on a gender discrimination class action lawsuit against CRST in 2015, many members of the class “were made to understand that their passage—that is being able to move on to be driver and receive actual pay—was dependent on providing sexual favors.”

In addition to disturbing accounts of sexual violence, drivers reported other types of violence between workers. Friction between co-drivers during training periods has resulted in violent episodes, complete with threats of physical altercations, purposeful sleep deprivation, and even murder. Traditional and de facto non-competes prevent drivers from speaking up about or leaving these kinds of unsafe situations.

Economic pressure of the type described above also creates incentives to drive unsafely, particularly given truckers’ pay structures. To attempt to make ends meet under such pressure, drivers may drive longer and faster than is safe or lawful, as they are frequently paid by the mile instead of by the hour. As a result, on average, long-haul truck drivers work fifty percent more hours than the typical American worker. There is a bevy of evidence that links poor driver pay to poor driver safety because of the pressure to drive unsafely. For example, the Office of the Inspector General of the DOT found that similar economic pressure created by unpaid detention time increases crash rates. Additional research in Australia led that country’s parliament to eliminate mileage-based pay for drivers. Suppressed wages and debt obligations created by non-competes serve to exacerbate this dynamic. Poor pay, made even poorer due to non-compete clauses, incentivizes drivers to violate posted speed limits and DOT safety regulations that aim to limit driver hours.
Now-President Todd Spencer of the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association (“OOIDA”) explained in a 2010 statement to Congress the need for FMCSA to take a more active role in regulating the economic pressures that encourage unsafe driving behavior:

Enforcement priorities that ignore the relationship between highway safety and the coercive demands of shippers, receivers, motor carriers and freight brokers upon drivers are impediments to our overall safety objectives. The demands and expectations of trucking stakeholders on drivers are far more influential on safety than any inspection scheme or schedule of fines that Congress or FMCSA may devise. Unless those economic issues are addressed, drivers who become disqualified from driving for violating hours-of-service rules and other safety regulations will simply be replaced by new, less experienced drivers, facing the same economic pressures. It is only by addressing underlying economic concerns that we will begin to see significant improvements to highway safety.44

Finally, economic pressure caused by non-compete clauses can reduce spending on maintenance and repairs, thereby decreasing safety. While the vast majority of drivers are employees of trucking companies, a sizable minority – between 9 and 15 percent, by some estimates – are “owner-operators,” meaning that they own or lease their own vehicle and motor carriers classify them (accurately or not) as independent contractors.45 This number is considerably higher in some pockets of the industry: approximately two-thirds of drivers hauling goods from U.S. seaports in California are classified as independent contractors.46 While all carriers face economic trade-offs for investments in safety-related equipment and maintenance, these trade-offs are particularly problematic for owner-operators and small carriers, who are solely responsible for generating profits and maintenance of equipment.47 Owner-operators are responsible for the cost of their own benefits, retirement savings, additional payroll taxes, as well as for a myriad of expenses associated with their truck,48 including required maintenance and repairs.49 The intense economic pressure that owner-operators face — drivers’ expenses in a week can result in a negative paycheck — may prevent owner-operators from making these repairs and keeping up with this maintenance. These pressures are exacerbated by reduced wages and debt obligations caused by restrictive employment contractual provisions like non-compete clauses. Poorly maintained trucks can contribute to unsafe outcomes like vehicle failures and crashes.50
Current State

Congress enacted the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act in 1999, which created the FMCSA in order to prevent commercial motor vehicle-related fatalities and injuries.\(^5\) The Act was one in a series of statutes that focused on improving safety on the country’s highways, including the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, the Motor Carrier Safety Act of 1984 ("MCSA"), and the Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1986, among others. In particular, the laws sought to encourage the safe operation of large trucks, which have grown in size and weight since deregulation in the trucking industry, and harmonize safety regulations across states.\(^5\)

The regulatory authorities possessed by the DOT are codified at 49 U.S.C. § 31131 et seq. The Secretary of Transportation delegates to the Administrator of the FMCSA, at 49 C.F.R. § 1.87(f), the authority to carry out safety statutes as they relate to commercial trucking. Congress enacted the safety provisions primarily discussed in this memorandum as part of the 1984 MCSA.\(^5\)

49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) directs DOT to issue safety rules prescribing “minimum safety standards” that, “[a]t a minimum,” ensure that:

- “commercial motor vehicles are maintained, equipped, loaded, and operated safely”;
- “the responsibilities imposed on operators of commercial motor vehicles do not impair their ability to operate the vehicles safely…”; and
- “the operation of commercial motor vehicles does not have a deleterious effect on the physical condition of the operators.”

Additionally, 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b)(1) empowers the DOT to “prescribe requirements for . . . qualifications and maximum hours of service of employees of, and safety of operation and equipment of, a motor carrier...[.]”

DOT has repeatedly used these authorities to issue regulations designed to safeguard drivers’ and public safety. In 2010, the FMCSA issued a regulation under §31136(a)(1) and §31136(a)(2) prohibiting drivers from texting.\(^5\) In 2011, the FMCSA issued a similar regulation restricting drivers’ use of hand-held cellphones.\(^5\) The rules’ statutory authority sections were nearly identical, stating that the rules were “based primarily on 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a)(1), which requires regulations that ensure that CMVs are operated safely, and secondarily on §31136(a)(2), to the extent that drivers’ use of hand-held mobile telephones [or texting] impacts their ability to operate CMVs safely.”\(^5\) In 2015, the FMCSA issued a rule, based in part on its authorities listed in 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a)(3) and (4), that specified processes that drivers must follow for medical examinations prior to beginning work.\(^5\) In 2021, the
FMCSA issued a regulation based in part on 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) that modified controlled substances and alcohol testing requirements for commercial vehicle drivers.\textsuperscript{58} In 2020, the FMCSA made modifications to the agency’s Hours of Service (“HOS”) regulations based on its authority under 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b) and 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a).\textsuperscript{59} Several other regulations issued under 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b) and 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) regulate commercial motor vehicle safety with respect to topics like alcohol and drug use,\textsuperscript{60} inspection of cargo,\textsuperscript{61} and safe parts and equipment.\textsuperscript{62}

The safety regulation perhaps most closely analogous to the regulation proposed in this memorandum was issued prior to the 1984 enactment of the MCSA. In 1968, the Interstate Commerce Commission (“ICC”) (which then possessed regulatory authority over commercial motor vehicle safety) issued a rule, now codified at 49 C.F.R. § 392.6, which prohibits a motor carrier from devising schedules that would place pressure on drivers to drive faster than applicable speed limits.\textsuperscript{63} Rather than directly prohibiting drivers from driving faster than the posted speed limits, this regulation recognizes that forces beyond the driver’s control – in this case, a carrier’s delivery schedule – can, in the words of the current statute, impose “responsibilities” on drivers that can “impair their ability to operate” their vehicle safely.\textsuperscript{64} Although the current 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b) and 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) did not yet exist, the statutory language under which the ICC issued this regulation closely resembled these current statutes. The then-extant statute directed the ICC to regulate motor carriers with respect to “safety of operation and equipment” and “establish for private carriers of property by motor vehicle, if need therefor is found, reasonable requirements to promote safety of operation.”\textsuperscript{65} This language is very similar to that of 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b) (e.g. “prescribe requirements for . . . safety of operation and equipment of, a motor carrier...”) and 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) (e.g. “prescribe regulations on commercial motor vehicle safety” that “prescribe minimum safety standards” to ensure that “commercial motor vehicles are maintained, equipped, loaded, and operated safely”). The FMCSA continues to bring enforcement actions under the schedule-speed limit regulation to ensure that demands from carriers do not encourage unsafe driving behavior.\textsuperscript{66} This demonstrates that this type of regulation is supportable under current statutory authority.

While FMCSA has yet to issue safety regulations regarding economic pressure caused by low compensation or exploitative employment contract terms, there are new efforts to address the intersection between these issues. The 2022 Bipartisan Infrastructure Law directed the FMCSA to commission research studying the impacts of various driver compensation methods on overall safety and driver retention rates.\textsuperscript{67} The FMCSA announced in 2022 that it would also study the impact of unpaid detention time on CMV safety and operations.\textsuperscript{68}
The infrastructure law also mandated the creation of a taskforce to study another type of employer-driven debt: predatory truck leasing and lease-purchase agreements. The authorizing language explicitly directed the Truck Leasing Task Force to, at a minimum, examine truck leasing arrangements, including “whether [they] properly incentivize the safe operation of vehicles, including driver compliance with the hours of service regulations and laws governing speed and safety generally.” The task force must produce a report that includes, among other items, “recommendations relating to changes to laws (including regulations) . . . to promote fair leasing agreements” and “best practices relating to . . . preventing coercion and impacts on safety as described in” 49 U.S.C. § 31136.
Proposed Action

Legal Authority

As stated above, 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) directs the DOT to “prescribe regulations on commercial motor vehicle safety” that “prescribe minimum safety standards.” The statute identifies five goals that regulations under 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) should accomplish “[a]t a minimum.” Among these goals, the statute requires that the regulations ensure that “(1) commercial motor vehicles are maintained, equipped, loaded, and operated safely”; “(2) the responsibilities imposed on operators of commercial motor vehicles do not impair their ability to operate the vehicles safely...” and “(4) the operation of commercial motor vehicles does not have a deleterious effect on the physical condition of the operators.” Additionally, 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b)(1) empowers the DOT to “prescribe requirements for... safety of operation and equipment of... a motor carrier...”

These statutory provisions authorize the proposed regulations because non-compete clauses create intense economic pressure on CMV drivers. As explained above, that economic pressure:

- discourages CMV drivers from speaking up about safety and abuse issues, permitting FMCSA regulation under 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a)(1) and 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b)(1), as well as 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a)(4) when that failure can result in physical harm to the driver; and

- imposes responsibilities on drivers that impair their ability to operate the vehicles safely, either through their driving more than is safe or lawful or, in the case of independent contractor drivers, through disincentivizing investment in safety equipment, maintenance, and repairs, permitting FMCSA regulation under 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a)(2) and, secondarily, may cause vehicles not to be operated safely, permitting regulation under 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a)(1) and 49 U.S.C. § 31502(b)(1).

In order to survive arbitrary and capricious judicial review, such justifications would need to be based on empirical and anecdotal evidence. In preparation for regulating non-compete clauses under its safety authority, in addition to providing the evidence cited in Section II(B) of this memorandum, the FMCSA could: ensure that current efforts to study commercial vehicle safety and compensation methods include study of these clauses; direct the Truck Leasing Task Force to include consideration of these practices in its remit; and/or commission new research and issue requests for information on these practices and their effects on safety.
Issue a New Regulation via Notice-And-Comment Rulemaking

Under its regulatory authority regarding CMV safety, described above, the FMCSA should consider issuing, through notice-and-comment, a regulation that bans traditional and de facto non-compete clauses in employment and contractor agreements for CMV drivers. The FMCSA could draw on the language used by the FTC to define and prohibit such clauses. Potential language (adapted from the FTC’s non-compete clause rule):

Non-compete clauses that bind drivers of commercial motor vehicles are prohibited. Non-compete clause is defined as a contractual term between a carrier and a driver that prevents the driver from seeking or accepting employment with a person, or operating a business, after the conclusion of the driver’s contract with the carrier. The clauses have the effect of reducing the ability of workers to leave their jobs because they diminish the availability of outside opportunities. This term includes a contractual term that is a de facto non-compete clause because it has the same effects of reducing worker mobility by adding a financial penalty for workers’ resignation or termination, effectively prohibiting the driver from seeking or accepting employment with another business or person or from operating a business. The following types of contractual terms, among others, may be de facto non-compete clauses:

- A non-disclosure agreement between a carrier and a driver that is written so broadly that it effectively precludes the driver from working in the same field after the conclusion of the driver’s contract with the carrier.

- A no-poaching agreement that involves carriers agreeing not to hire each others’ drivers.

- A contractual term between a carrier (or its affiliate) and a driver that requires the driver to pay the carrier or a third-party entity liquidated damages, including training costs, if the driver’s relationship with the carrier terminates within a specified time period.

The FMCSA could also incorporate language from various state-level efforts to regulate these types of employment contracts.
Conclusion

Trucking companies are deploying non-competes and stay-or-pay contracts to trap workers in unsafe working conditions with low wages. Restrictive employment contracts create economic pressure on drivers that creates risks to their safety and that of the public. The FMCSA should use its authority to regulate CMV safety to ban these practices.
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INVOKING THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION’S COMPETITION AUTHORITY TO BAN NON-COMPETES AND STAY-OR-PAY CONTRACTS IN THE AIRLINE SECTOR
Introduction

Some regional airlines are deploying traditional and de facto non-compete clauses in airline pilot contracts to restrict competitors’ access to a scarce and essential group of workers — and then selectively waiving those clauses in an effort to steer pilots toward privileged partner airlines.¹ By these airlines’ own admission, the motive for doing so is to avoid having to compete in the tight labor market for airline pilots. For example, after filing several lawsuits to enforce pilot stay-or-pay agreements, Southern Airways CEO Stan Little, complaining that other airlines were luring away his pilots with signing bonuses and other benefits, explained that enforcing the stay-or-pay agreements “wouldn’t be an issue at all” if “there weren’t a pilot shortage.”²

Several federal agencies have clear statutory authority to regulate the use of traditional and de facto non-compete agreements, including the Department of Transportation (“DOT”).³ Under the Fair Aviation Act (“FAA”), the Department possesses the authority to regulate unfair methods of competition (“UMCs”) in the airline sector.⁴ This memorandum proposes that the DOT invoke its UMC authority to: (1) investigate airlines deploying traditional and de facto non-compete clauses in pilot contracts and order a halt to such behavior; and, subsequently, (2) promulgate, through notice and comment rulemaking, a regulation banning the use of traditional and certain de facto non-competes in all airline pilot employment arrangements.
Justification

Airlines frequently engage in widespread, exploitative, and unfair practices that threaten consumer protections, diminish competition, and hamper our economy and economic growth. Recognizing the danger that concentration and anti-competitive behavior pose, last year President Biden issued an executive order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy, directing the Department of Transportation to leverage its antitrust authorities to promulgate pro-competition regulations.\(^5\)

Among those harmful practices are non-compete and de facto non-compete agreements, like stay-or-pay contracts or Training Repayment Agreement Provisions (“TRAPs”). Traditional non-compete agreements prohibit employees who leave their jobs from working elsewhere in the airline industry for a certain period of time and within a certain geographic area. As the Biden Administration and state lawmakers crack down on traditional non-compete agreements, employers are increasingly relying on new, nefarious contract provisions: stay-or-pay contracts and closely-related TRAPs.

These contracts operate as de facto non-compete agreements,\(^6\) and often seek to achieve the same outcome as traditional non-compete agreements through different means. Typically presented as a precondition to employment, stay-or-pay contracts require departing employees to pay their employer liquidated damages, sometimes in the tens of thousands of dollars, if they leave their job within a certain period of time, and can include a host of other financial penalties. TRAPs frame such damages as debt incurred for obligatory and standard on-the-job training.

Some airlines use traditional and de facto non-competes to restrict pilots from leaving unsafe or undercompensated jobs. For example, pilots at Southern Airways have reported management pressuring new pilots to fly in poor weather conditions and discouraging employees from reporting maintenance and safety issues.\(^7\) In their counter lawsuit against Southern's TRAP enforcement actions, pilots allege that Southern used the TRAPs they signed at the beginning of their employment to “intimidate” them into “staying in jobs they are desperate to leave.”\(^8\)

While traditional non-competes are not prevalent among all airlines,\(^9\) certain smaller airlines, and especially regional airlines, do use them.\(^10\) Notably, the Teamsters, representing pilots who have flown for Republic Air and Cape Air, are currently suing over contract provisions that include a one-year non-compete clause.\(^11\)

De facto non-compete clauses, including stay-or-pay contracts, are more commonplace in the airline industry, especially among smaller or regional airlines. (Regional airlines, like Republic and Cape, often
operate outsourced flights branded on behalf of major U.S. airlines, such as American Eagle, Delta Connection, and United Express. Regional airlines are ubiquitous in certain routes, airports, and even regions of the country. In fact, according to the Regional Airline Association, in 2021, 67% of all U.S. airports with scheduled passenger air service received their only service from regional airlines.\textsuperscript{13} For example:

- This year, Southern Airways, a Florida-based commuter airline, filed at least 100 complaints against former pilots to enforce training stay-or-pay contracts of up to $20,000 (which was reduced based on how much they worked as captains before leaving).\textsuperscript{14}

- In May, Republic Airways announced new pilot contracts requiring pilots to pay a $100,000 penalty if they leave the airline within three years,\textsuperscript{15} a provision which the Teamsters are challenging in court.

- Ameriflight required its pilots to sign stay-or-pay agreements that could result in penalties of up to $30,000 for training debts, depending on the training package offered.\textsuperscript{17} In one particular case, Ameriflight attempted to enforce a stay-or-pay contract which resulted in a $20,000 training debt for a pilot who left before completing 12 months of “revenue flying” with the airline.\textsuperscript{18} The training debt would decrease by $10,000 after 12 months and be discharged after 18 months.

- Boutique Air, a commuter airline that offers charter services, has pursued a suit against a former pilot to enforce a stay-or-pay agreement requiring the pilot to pay $13,500 for the required training offered by the airline after he resigned about 3 months into his contract.\textsuperscript{20} The contract the pilot signed puts pilots on the hook for up to $14,000 in training costs if they leave within 180 days of employment, and that amount incrementally decreases until it is excused after 24 months.

- Executive Fliteways, a New York-based charter flight company, has defended its stay-or-pay contract which, in one instance, included a penalty of $18,000 plus interest.\textsuperscript{22}

- Pilots sued Mesa Airlines, a regional airline based in Phoenix, Arizona, in 2017 over its stay-or-pay contract provision and pay scheme. Mesa Airlines required pilots to complete training and enter into a promissory note with the employer that required employees to pay the employer back for the required training if the employee quit or was fired from the company within 12 months. In one suit, a pilot purportedly owed Mesa Airlines $12,712 for the required training, $2,112 of which was outstanding when he left the company after 10 months. Because of this, the plaintiff pilot alleged, Mesa Airlines did not pay the pilot any wages for his final pay period, withholding about $1,000 in wages earned.\textsuperscript{23}
Airlines appear to be imposing these clauses to avoid competing on even footing in the labor market for pilots. As noted above, Southern Airways CEO Little has admitted that his company’s use of stay-or-pay agreements stemmed from concerns that competitors were attempting to attract Southern pilots with higher salaries and larger bonuses.\textsuperscript{24} Tellingly, in recent pre-employment contracts Republic Airways has promised to waive its non-compete clause when pilots take a new job at one of three specific major airlines: American, Delta, or United — all partners that supply all of Republic Airlines’ routes.\textsuperscript{25} Because entry and mid-career pilots often must complete a certain number of training hours on smaller craft, more prevalent among regional airlines, before becoming eligible to fly at major carriers, the effect of Republic’s non-compete and waiver scheme is to artificially deprive American, Delta, and United competitors of accessing a vital labor market on equal terms. Similarly, according to a recent complaint, Southern Airlines, pursuant to an agreement with North America’s largest regional airline, SkyWest Airlines, leverages TRAPs to encourage pilots to seek subsequent employment at SkyWest rather than competitors.\textsuperscript{26}

Traditional and de facto non-competes not only harm competition, but they also pose safety risks for both employees and travelers. When pilots are forced to stay in dangerous working conditions because of restraints on their employment, they are discouraged from reporting safety concerns or seeking employment elsewhere. In the Southern Airways complaint, pilots allege that Southern “require[s] pilots to fly planes with obvious mechanical issues, fail[s] to invest appropriate resources in repairs, pressure[s] pilots to fly in dangerous weather conditions, schedule[s] pilots to work long days with little sleep, and seek[s] to implement policies that punish pilots who are too fatigued to fly.”\textsuperscript{27} And as the FAA has recognized, safety and adequate pilot training in regional airlines — where stay-or-pay contracts, TRAPs, and non-competes are most prevalent — has been a concern in recent years.\textsuperscript{28}

The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) recently proposed a rule that would ban many non-compete clauses in employment contracts; however, the rule does not reach airline workers. The FTC Act exempts certain employers from its authority, including common carriers and air carriers.\textsuperscript{29} Unionization efforts have given many airline employees the bargaining power to eliminate traditional and de facto non-competes. But not all airline employees are unionized,\textsuperscript{30} and even those that are, like at Republic Airways, sometimes still confront traditional and de facto non-compete clauses.
Current State

The DOT’s unfair or deceptive practices (“UDP”) and UMC investigative and rulemaking authority originate from Section 411 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, which granted the nation’s original airline regulator, the Civil Aeronautics Board (“CAB”), authority to:

“upon its own initiative or upon complaint by any air carrier, foreign air carrier, or ticket agent, . . . investigate and determine whether any air carrier, foreign air carrier, or ticket agent has been or is engaged in unfair or deceptive practices or unfair methods of competition in air transportation or the sale thereof.”

In 1984, Congress transferred the CAB’s competition authority to the DOT, which as a result now possesses the authority at 49 U.S.C. § 41712 to “investigate and decide whether an air carrier, foreign air carrier, or ticket agent has been or is engaged in an unfair or deceptive practice or an unfair method of competition in air transportation or the sale of air transportation.” Under the DOT’s investigative UMC authority, the air carrier or other regulated entity has a right to notice and an opportunity for a hearing before the Secretary orders the air carrier to stop the practice or method. Courts have held that the DOT can start such an investigation on its own motion or through complaints. The Department also possesses the authority to “take action…[it] considers necessary to carry out this part . . . including . . . prescribing regulations.”

Taken together, these statutory provisions therefore also grant the Department the ability to regulate UDPS and UMCs through notice-and-comment rulemaking.

On the adjudicative front, as a 2020 Government Accountability Office report specified, the DOT (and before it, the CAB) has long relied on a variety of cooperative and enforcement actions, including warning letters and consent orders (in the case of systemic or egregious violations). Before issuing its 1965 overbooking and oversales rulemaking (see below), the CAB first launched investigations to assess the issue of “no-show” passengers but found that the problem arose out of airlines’ overbooking behaviors and, upon concluding such practices harmed consumers, ordered airlines to submit documentation of their overbooking compensation and notification policies. More recently, the DOT has relied on violations of specific rules to order airlines to stop UMC violations. For example, in 2016, citing both UDP and UMC authority, the DOT ordered Lufthansa to cease and desist from violating 14 CFR 382.155(d), which requires carriers to advise passengers of their right to enforcement action with the Department, assessing a $200,000 civil penalty. In 2012, the DOT issued a consent order against Allegiant Air partly for violating 14 CFR 399.84 (the full-fare advertisement requirements) and the statutory prohibition of UDPS and UMCs under 49 U.S.C. § 41712.
Under its Section 411 rulemaking authority, the CAB promulgated several rules during its existence on both UDP and UMC grounds. For example, the CAB promulgated a 1965 rule that regulated airlines’ use of oversales, including consumer notification requirements. The CAB also introduced many rules regulating computer reservation systems, which airlines used to gain market power by hiding fees or excluding other airlines. Since inheriting the CAB’s UDP and UMC authority, the DOT has promulgated several rules under Section 41712, including the tarmac delay rule, the full-fare advertising rule, and the prohibition on post-purchase price increases. It has also issued sub-regulatory guidance predicated on its UMC authority, for example, concerning its enforcement priorities regarding predatory pricing in the 1990s.

During the Trump Administration, the DOT sought to put in place new administrative hurdles to UDP rulemaking, including adding an opportunity for interested parties to request hearings. The Biden Administration has since simplified these administrative procedures, including limiting hearings to specific issues. However, the procedural requirements apply only to UDP rules under 49 U.S.C. § 41712(a), not the DOT’s authority to regulate or restrict UMCs (the subject of this memo).
Proposed Action

The DOT should first launch an investigation under its UMC authority to consider whether to prohibit the specific airlines imposing traditional and de facto non-compete clauses on pilots from doing so; subsequently, the agency should promulgate notice-and-comment rulemaking banning non-competes and certain de facto non-competes in pilot contracts at all airlines.

Scope of UMC Authority

Under Section 41712, the DOT is charged with “investigat[ing] and decid[ing] whether an air carrier, foreign air carrier, or ticket agent has been or is engaged in . . . an unfair method of competition in air transportation or the sale of air transportation.” As explained above, Section 41712 is modeled after the FTC Act and therefore covers at least the scope of behaviors found to be UMCs under the FTC framework, if not more.

The text of both FTC Act Section 5 and Section 41712 are nearly identical in their prohibition of unfair methods of competition. In its recent 2023 proposed rulemaking on non-compete clauses, the FTC has described its Section 5 UMC authority as encompassing not only “all practices that violate either the Sherman or Clayton Acts[,]” but also “incipient violations of the antitrust laws—conduct that, if left unrestrained, would grow into an antitrust violation in the foreseeable future.” Similarly, the DOT has defined its UMC rulemaking authority as encompassing practices: (1) that violate the antitrust laws; (2) that are not yet serious enough to violate the antitrust laws but may well do so if left unchecked; or (3) that violate antitrust principles even if they do not violate the letter of the antitrust laws. Finally, if the FTC can prohibit conventional non-compete agreements (and presumably close cousin arrangements like stay-or-pay contracts), then so must the DOT. After all, the DOT’s UMC authority was intended to, at minimum, reach the same methods of unfair competition.

Judge Posner reached a similar conclusion in the leading judicial opinion concerning the scope of Section 411’s UMC authority, United Air Lines, Inc. v. C.A.B. There, he upheld three Computer Reservation System (“CRS”) rules, two of which — rules prohibiting price discrimination and the delisting of certain connecting flights by competitors — the CAB exclusively justified on competition grounds. Posner concluded that despite no evidence of monopolization, the airlines’ “substantial market power” in the CRS market and the fact their behavior closely tracked “traditional” kinds of unlawfully anti-competitive activity justified the CAB’s rules under what he characterized as Section 411’s “broad reach.” Importantly, Posner’s opinion
underscored that Section 411 does not require a showing of “monopoly market share[,]” but merely “monopolistic behavior” that resembles conduct that has previously been regarded as anti-competitive.58

The DOT relied solely on its UMC authority in its 1997 CRS Rule regulating so-called “parity clauses.” At the time, computer reservation systems operated on a tiered service system.59 When airlines subscribed to higher, and more expensive, tiers on a system, ticket agents using that system would see more information about the airline’s flight offerings, increasing the likelihood of a booking.60 Because ticket agencies typically only used one of the four existing reservation systems (all owned by a major airline or an affiliate), airlines effectively had to subscribe to every agency to ensure their flight information reached the maximum number of consumers.61 But the tiered model at least allowed an airline to decide how much to invest in each system. Three of the four CRSs began imposing parity clauses to instead require that airlines match, on their own system, whatever the highest tier of service they subscribed to on any other platform.62

Noting that each reservation system enjoyed significant market power, the Rule concluded that the parity clauses resembled traditional antitrust violations — including tying arrangements and violations of the essential facilities doctrine — and constituted attempts to monopolize the electronic distribution of airline services to travel agencies.63 In describing the competitive harms it sought to curb, the DOT pointed to its finding that parity clauses diminished competition among CRS systems, stymieing the CRS systems from meeting airline service needs and creating other inefficiencies.64 Finally, the DOT referenced Eastman Kodak Co. v Image Technical Services, 504 U.S. 451 (1992) to define market power, finding that market power is the power to “force a purchaser to do something that he would not do in a competitive market.”65 The DOT reasoned that CRS systems’ market power was analogous because “there [was] no evidence that an airline would accept an obligation like the parity clause in a competitive market.”66

**The DOT Should Investigate and Prohibit Traditional and de Facto Non-Competes as UMC Violations**

The DOT should first launch an investigation into the use of de facto and traditional non-competes in airline pilot contracts. Doing so would comfortably fall within the “broad reach” of the Department’s UMC authority.67 Like the adjudicative and investigatory history of the overbooking and oversales rules described above, the DOT can first launch an investigation into traditional and de facto non-competes before issuing rulemaking. Both traditional and de facto non-compete agreements violate longstanding antitrust principles, and so are appropriate objects of UMC attention according both to the Department’s own articulation of its UMC powers and Judge Posner’s in United Air Lines.
Traditional and de facto non-compete agreements effectively function as restraints on trade within the labor market. As the 7th Circuit recognized in a 1985 case, “[a] covenant not to compete following employment does not operate any differently from a horizontal market division among competitors — not at the time the covenant has its bite, anyway.” The FTC, the nation's foremost antitrust authority, has a lengthy history of policing agreements not to compete between would-be competitors, including agreements that require enforcing non-compete agreements.

Non-compete and stay-or-pay agreements also resemble exclusive dealing contracts, another type of suspect trade restraint under the antitrust statutes. For example, in a landmark 1953 decision, the Supreme Court upheld the FTC's decision to invalidate exclusive dealing agreements between movie theaters and Motion Picture Advertising Services (“MPAS”). MPAS produced commercials for clients, which it then paid individual movie theaters to advertise to patrons. MPAS arranged exclusive dealing agreements with theaters, preventing these theaters from selling advertising space to any MPAS competitor. In all, “MPAS and the three other major companies . . . foreclosed to competitors 75 percent of all available outlets (theaters) for this business throughout the United States.” This unfairly foreclosed the market of motion picture theaters for any newcomers or competitors in the industry, thereby “unreasonably restraining competition and tend[ing] to monopoly.” The exclusive dealing arrangement, the Court explained, “sewed up a market so tightly for the benefit of a few,” thereby constraining competitors' and start-ups' ability to enter and constituting an “unfair method of competition.” The opinion followed earlier circuit court decisions reaching similar conclusions in other exclusive dealing cases.

As the FTC demonstrated in proposing its own prohibition on non-competes, the harmful effects of non-compete agreements, which reduce competitors' access to talent, closely track those of exclusive dealing arrangements described above, by: reducing new business formation (in this case, airlines) by depriving new entrants of essential start-up talent (here, pilots); reducing innovation; artificially depressing wages; and reducing workplace productivity due to job-employee mismatch. Further, because of the airline industry’s stark concentration, non-compete and stay-or-pay agreements — like CRSs, an essential and scarce requirement for the business of flying — may have heightened anti-competitive effects.

An investigation will likely demonstrate that a fear of competition appears to be motivating the inclusion of traditional and de facto non-compete agreements in pilot contracts. In justifying his airline's lawsuits against departing pilots to collect on stay-or-pay damages, Southern Airways Express CEO Stan Little explained that signing bonuses and other competitive offers had lured away his pilots. Little noted, "if there weren’t a pilot shortage, this wouldn’t be an issue at all." Note that even in Little’s own description of the practice,
stay-or-pay contracts function as a restraint on competition. And as noted above, Little’s airline appears to be using its restrictive agreements to subsequently funnel pilots to a privileged partner. Similarly, Republic Airlines has included a waiver provision in its non-compete clause for pilots that effectively hoards scarce pilot talent for United, Delta, and American at the expense of their competitors.

Assuming the fact-finding record mirrors the data included in this memo, the DOT could use the above legal analysis to justify an order prohibiting the airlines from using traditional and certain de facto non-compete agreements in pilot agreements from doing so. The information gathered as part of this process would also bolster the record for eventually banning the practice through rulemaking.

**The DOT Should Promulgate a Ban on Traditional and Certain de Facto Non-Competes Through Notice-And-Comment Rulemaking**

1. **The DOT’s power to issue notice-and-comment UMC rules**

Whether the Department can exercise its UMC or UDP authority using notice-and-comment rulemaking, as opposed to merely via adjudication, is no longer in doubt. Under Section 40113(a), the Secretary of Transportation has the authority to “take action . . . as appropriate, [if it] considers [it] necessary to carry out this part, including conducting investigations, prescribing regulations, standards, and procedures, and issuing orders.” The Department’s UMC and UDP authority, located at 49 U.S.C. § 41712(a) (originally, Section 411 of the FAA), falls under that relevant part within the U.S. Code — Part A of Title 49, Subtitle VII.

Suggestions that Section 41712’s delineation of investigatory procedures somehow implicitly disclaims agency UMC or UDP rulemaking were rebuffed by Judge Posner in *United Air Lines*. There, he found that the Board was authorized to promulgate rules addressing unfair methods of competition practices which violated Section 411:

“[T]he Board can make only rules designed to carry out policies set forth elsewhere in the Act — in section 411, for example. Section 411 announces a policy against unfair or deceptive practices and unfair methods of competition, and while at the same time it creates an adjudicative procedure for enforcing that policy, nothing in the Act indicates that it is the exclusive procedure.”

Further, and as Judge Posner also notes in his opinion, the legislative history demonstrates that Congress consciously intended to transfer UMC and UDP rulemaking power from the CAB to the DOT.
Past agency practice affirms this interpretation. Both the CAB and the DOT have invoked their rulemaking powers under Section 41712 on numerous occasions since 1960. In 1967, the CAB finalized an overbooking rule, then codified at 14 C.F.R. Part 250, which guaranteed compensation to passengers who were denied boarding when they had confirmed reservations, relying, in part, on Section 411. In another example, in 1984, the CAB finalized a rule under Section 411 targeting the use of Carrier-Owned Computer Reservations Systems (CRS), which defined some CRS practices that the Board classified as “unfair methods of competition[].” The DOT has also promulgated several competition regulations, often relying on joint UDP and UMC authority. In 1997, the DOT added additional regulations on CRSs, using Section 411’s UMC and UDP authority: “We may adopt rules regulating CRS displays under both parts of the authority granted by 49 U.S.C. 41712, that is, in order to eliminate practices that prejudice airline competition and practices that are likely to mislead consumers and their travel agents.” In 2016, the DOT promulgated a third “Enhancing Airline Passenger Protections” rule, which expanded the reporting carrier pool and required performance data for code-share flights marketed by reporting carriers, utilizing Section 41712’s “unfair and deceptive practices and unfair methods of competition” authority. In 2018, the DOT promulgated a rule defining additional “unfair or deceptive practices or unfair methods of competition” for air charter brokers.

2. The DOT should begin rulemaking that bans the use of traditional and certain de facto non-competes as unfair methods of competition

The DOT should invoke its UMC rulemaking authority to promulgate a rule prohibiting traditional and certain de facto non-competes in pilot contracts at all airlines. The legal justification for doing so largely tracks the reasoning laid out in Section IV.B.

Finally, to the extent a showing of market power must precede any use of UMC rulemaking, United Air Lines and past agency practice both underscore that market share assessments can be conducted at varying levels of specificity. In the labor market for pilots, a proper unit of analysis may differentiate between pilot certification ratings. For example, many entry-level to mid-career pilots join regional airlines to log the requisite flight hours that will qualify (or “rate”) them for more lucrative jobs at major airlines flying larger craft. Locking this segment of pilots into jobs at regional airlines through traditional and de facto non-competes deprives other regional airlines of access to talent and deprives major airlines of accessing the traditional labor pipeline. These anti-competitive harms are compounded when regional airlines, like Republic and Southern, selectively release pilots from the terms of their de facto non-compete clauses when pilots agree to take a job at a privileged partner airline. Given overall pilot shortages, it does not take many regional airlines deploying non-competes to meaningfully interfere with the competitive dynamics of the airline industry. After all, planes cannot fly without pilots.
Conclusion

Regional airlines are deploying traditional and de facto non-compete clauses in airline pilot contracts to lock up access to a scarce and vital labor resource — and then selectively waiving those clauses in an effort to steer pilots toward privileged partner airlines. The DOT should use its UMC authority to investigate offender airlines and order a halt to these practices; ultimately, the agency should promulgate regulations prohibiting traditional and certain de facto non-competes in pilot contracts at all airlines.
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INVOKING THE ADMINISTRATION’S AUTHORITY TO BAN STAY-OR-PAY AGREEMENTS FOR FEDERAL CONTRACTORS
Introduction

Employer-driven debt is a growing problem in the United States, with employers increasingly shifting the financial responsibility for training, equipment, and even profits onto their workers in the form of restrictive debt obligations. One category of employer-driven debt is stay-or-pay contracts, which reduce worker mobility through the threat of financial penalties upon early resignation or termination. These contracts are becoming more prevalent, particularly among low-wage workers. The Administration can take immediate action to prohibit stay-or-pay contracts for its federal contractors through its Federal Property and Administrative Services Act (“FPASA”) authority, leading to both cost savings and higher-quality services and products.
Justification

Traditional non-compete agreements prohibit employees who leave their jobs from working elsewhere in a given industry for a certain period of time and within a certain geographic area. Yet as the Biden Administration and state lawmakers crack down on traditional non-compete agreements, employers are increasingly relying on new, nefarious contract provisions: stay-or-pay contracts and closely related Training Repayment Agreement Provisions (“TRAPs”), also known as “de facto” non-competes.

Typically presented as a precondition to employment, stay-or-pay agreements require departing employees to pay their employer liquidated damages, sometimes in the tens of thousands of dollars, if they leave their job within a certain period of time, and can include a host of other financial penalties. TRAPs frame such damages as debt incurred for obligatory and standard on-the-job training. Such agreements can trap workers in jobs they don’t want and subject them to crushing debt burdens upon separation. These contracts operate as de facto non-compete agreements, and often seek to achieve the same outcome as traditional non-compete agreements through different means.

Traditional and de facto non-compete agreements are common throughout the American economy. Almost one in five American workers is subject to a non-compete agreement, and about 38% of workers have been subject to noncompete agreements at some point in their careers. TRAPs and other forms of stay-or-pay contracts are becoming more common, particularly among entry-level workers, as a direct response to the increased negative attention to traditional noncompete agreements. In 2022, a study estimated that major employers rely on TRAPs in sectors that collectively employ over a third of all private-sector workers in the U.S. While there is no comprehensive data that analyzes the prevalence of stay-or-pay agreements in government contracting, it is likely to parallel national trends, and these agreements have been documented among government subcontractors.

Stay-or-pay agreements work contrary to the FPASA’s statutory goals of “economy” and “efficiency.” As further explained below, stay-or-pay and TRAP contracts effectively act as non-compete agreements, which can suppress innovation and new business development. This, in turn, reduces competition amongst potential government contractors, potentially raising prices for their goods and services. Alarmingly, the unsurmountable financial debts created by stay-or-pay contracts may also deter employees from reporting safety or efficiency concerns.
Current State

The FPASA authorizes the President to “prescribe policies and directives that the President considers necessary to carry out this subtitle,” namely the FPASA's goal of promoting “economy” or “efficiency” in federal procurement.\(^{11}\)

Past administrations have invoked the FPASA to regulate federal contracting in various ways. In the 1970s, courts held that the FPASA authorized the federal government to require that contractors abide by certain anti-discrimination policies.\(^{12}\) Other administrations have invoked the FPASA to require federal contractors to comply with certain workplace standards, including wage and price standards,\(^{13}\) regulations concerning project labor agreements,\(^{14}\) and requirements that contractors provide employees notice of their rights to opt out of joining a union or paying mandatory dues outside of representational activities.\(^{15}\) The federal government has also promulgated FPASA rules requiring contractors to provide disclosures of known violations of federal criminal laws or of the civil False Claims Act,\(^{16}\) creating business ethics awareness and compliance programs,\(^{17}\) and mandating the use of the E-verify system to verify employment eligibility of workers.\(^{18}\) In 2011, the Obama administration used the FPASA to mandate that contractors implement screening systems to prevent employee conflicts of interest.\(^{19}\) And in 2016, the Obama administration relied on its FPASA authority to require federal contractors to receive paid sick leave.\(^{20}\)

More recently, the Biden Administration has deployed its FPASA authority in two high-profile cases: to impose a vaccine-or-test mandate on the federal contracting workforce and to raise the minimum wage for federal contractors’ employees to $15 an hour in 2022.\(^{21}\) Challengers have successfully won injunctions against both rules in federal courts — although, as explained below, for reasons that do not apply to this proposal.\(^{22}\)
Proposed Action

The Administration should prohibit federal contractors from using traditional or de facto non-compete agreements, including certain stay-or-pay agreements, in any of their employment contracts.

Scope of FPASA Authority

Federal courts have upheld the FPASA directives so long as the government offers good-faith arguments connecting the policy at issue to the statutory goals of “economy” and “efficiency.” In AFL-CIO v. Kahn, the D.C. Circuit found that an executive order requiring federal contracts, in a bid to slow inflation, to include clauses requiring compliance with wage and price standards fell within the President's power under the FPASA; the court noted that the FPASA's goals of economy and efficiency are broad and found a “sufficiently close nexus” to the statute's goals because, if successful, the program could reduce government procurement prices in the future — even if in the short-run it might boost procurement costs. The court emphasized “the importance to our ruling today of the nexus between the wage and price standards and likely savings to the Government[,],” noting that the decision “does not write a blank check for the President to fill in at his will.”

Courts have used Kahn's “reasonably close nexus” standard to compare an executive order's purpose with the FPASA's goals of economy and efficiency. For example, in UAW-Labor Employment and Training Corp v. Chao, the D.C. Circuit validated even the “attenuated” nexus between FPASA and an executive order that required all contracts in excess of $100,000 to include a provision obligating contractors to post notices informing employees of their rights not be required to join a union or pay fees. The administration had theorized that “productivity” is enhanced “when workers are better informed of their rights,” a justification the Court validated even if, as it noted, “one can with a straight face advance an argument claiming opposite effects or no effects at all.” And, in Chamber of Commerce v. Napolitano a federal district court upheld a requirement that contractors ascertain the immigration status of certain new hires using E-verify, finding that a reasonably close nexus exists so long as the “President's explanation for how an Executive Order promotes efficiency and economy [is] reasonable and rational.” In this case, the court found that President Bush's conclusion that the E-verify system would result in fewer immigration enforcement actions, fewer undocumented workers — and “therefore generally more efficient and dependable procurement sources” — was sufficient to meet the nexus requirement. The court also held that “[t]here is no requirement ... for the President to base his findings on evidence included in a record.”
While the case law suggests that an array of good-faith arguments can justify upholding a procurement directive under the FPASA, there are some limitations. Most notably, courts have invalidated FPASA directives that conflict with other statutes. In *Chrysler Corp. v. Brown*, the Court considered a challenge to an executive order requiring the public disclosure of information filed with the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (“OFCCP”) about contractors’ compliance with their anti-discrimination and affirmative action requirements. There, the Court determined that the information at issue fell under the purview of the Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1905, which generally forbids agencies from disclosing certain types of information, including “trade secrets[,]” unless “authorized by law.” The Court determined that the OFCCP regulations, even if promulgated under the FPASA, did not count as “authorized by law” for the purposes of the Trade Secrets Act, because nothing in the legislative history of the FPASA suggested that Congress intended to override the Trade Secrets Act preference for keeping sensitive business information confidential. Importantly, however, the Court did not hold in that case that the FPASA somehow prohibits information disclosure generally, or that the regulations were at all invalid under the FPASA — a point that Justice Marshall underscored in his concurrence. Similarly, in *Chamber of Commerce of U.S. v. Reich*, the D.C. Circuit Court invalidated an executive order authorizing the Secretary of Labor to disqualify from federal contracts employers who hire replacement workers during lawful strikes because the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”) preempted such a use of the FPASA.

There remains some uncertainty about the extent to which FPASA directives can apply to subcontractors. In *Kahn*, for example, the court validated the wage rule under the FPASA even as applied to certain subcontractors. But in another case, *Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v. Friedman*, the Fourth Circuit invalidated an affirmative action requirement as applied to workers compensation insurance subcontractors, finding Liberty was “not itself a federal contractor and there [was], therefore, no direct connection to federal procurement.” Further, the court found “no suggestion that insurers have practiced deliberate exclusion of minority employees,” and therefore the supposed increase in cost due to discrimination was “too attenuated.”

Recent decisions invalidating President Biden’s vaccine mandate and minimum wage rule for contractors are discussed in detail below.

**Proposal: Prohibit Non-Compete and Certain Stay-Or-Pay Agreements Among the Federal Contracting Workforce**

Using its FPASA authority, the administration should prohibit the use of noncompetes and certain stay-or-pay agreements by federal contractors. As many other FPASA rules have done, the proposed rule should apply firm-
wide, not just to the employment contracts of employees working directly on a federal contract. The rule should also apply to subcontractors. Procedurally, the President should first issue an Executive Order to that effect. The Federal Acquisition Regulation (“FAR”) Council can subsequently begin the rulemaking process to promulgate the ban.

Prohibiting the use of non-compete or stay-or-pay agreements straightforwardly advances the FPASA’s statutory goals of economy and efficiency in at least two ways:

1. First, non-compete and stay-or-pay agreements stymie competition and can therefore suppress innovation and artificially inflate costs for the government. As the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) demonstrated in proposing its own prohibition on noncompetes, the harmful effects of these exploitative employment contracts include: reducing new business formation by depriving new entrants of essential start-up talent; reducing innovation; and reducing workplace productivity due to job-employee mismatch. Stay-or-pay agreements, in many instances, have the effect of non-compete agreements, since employees may choose to stay with an employer out of fear of the insurmountable debt burden that will attach upon their departure. Eliminating non-compete and stay-or-pay agreements will therefore enable more competition for services and products, which should help reduce prices and improve quality.

2. Second, eliminating stay-or-pay contracts may increase the likelihood that employees will raise safety and other concerns. Many stay-or-pay agreements attach even when an employer terminates a worker’s employment, which disincentivizes workers from speaking out about unsafe or unethical workplace conditions. For example, recently, airline pilots at Southern Airways — which includes stay-or-pay provisions in its employment contracts — have reported management pressuring new pilots to fly in poor weather conditions and discouraging employees from reporting maintenance and safety issues. In their counter lawsuits against Southern’s stay-or-pay enforcement action, pilots allege that Southern used the training repayment agreements they signed at the beginning of their employment to “intimidate” them into “staying in jobs they are desperate to leave.” Without the threat of costly stay-or-pay agreements, workers may feel more comfortable raising safety and other concerns proactively, yielding not just potential cost savings and superior products and services, but also improved worker morale.

These justifications find close analogs in the reasoning that past administrations have used to impose new FPASA obligations that have been upheld in federal court. For example, the pro-competitive and safety benefits of prohibiting traditional and de facto noncompetes echo the reasoning used to justify the Carter administration’s
wage and price freeze, a bid to stymie rampant inflation. The *Kahn* court held that the order’s mere potential to secure long-term cost-savings (even if the policy spiked prices in the short-run) satisfied the FPASA’s statutory criteria. Importantly, the court did not require the government to somehow empirically prove that its suppositions would bear out; indeed, the D.C. Circuit would elaborate in 2003, in *UAW*, that what it characterized as an “attenuated” FPASA justification — as noted above, that workers better informed as to their statutory rights are more productive — nonetheless met the statutory threshold even if “one can with a straight face advance an argument claiming opposite effects or no effects at all.” To summarize in the words of yet another FPASA decision, this time upholding an E-verify mandate, all an administration need do is offer an economy and efficiency explanation that is “reasonable and rational.” Both justifications outlined above readily meet this standard.

The Obama administration’s paid sick leave program for federal contractors, though apparently never challenged in court, offers further administrative precedent. The administration justified imposing sick leave requirements by predicting that a more generous benefits package would improve worker performance and attract talent to the contracting workforce. The Executive Order argued that providing sick leave would not only improve the “health and performance” of government contractors but would also “bring benefits packages at Federal contractors in line with model employers, ensuring that they remain competitive employers in the search for dedicated and talented employees.” Maintaining a competitive market for contractors, the Executive Order reasoned, would create savings and quality improvement that would lead to improved economy and efficiency in government procurement. Similarly, prohibiting the use of traditional and de facto non-compete agreements would likely boost employee morale and make government contracting jobs more attractive to top-notch prospective employees.

Both safety and competition justifications underpin the proposal’s application firm-wide, not just to employees working on a government contract. Safety improvements cannot be achieved without company-wide buy-in, as an unsafe company culture, even if primarily developed on non-government projects, can readily bleed into contracting work. Employees may also move between contract work and non-contract work. Similarly, contractors’ employees who do not work directly on a federal contract may nonetheless be well-suited to leave one firm to start or work at another firm that bids on federal contracts; therefore, a firm-wide application will likely foster a more competitive federal contracting sector. The firm-wide application aligns with past FPASA caselaw. For example, in *UAW-Labor Employment and Training Corp. v. Chao*, the D.C. Circuit upheld a directive requiring contractors to post a notice “at all of their facilities” informing employees of their rights not to “join a union or to pay mandatory dues for costs unrelated to representational activities.” And in *Chamber of Commerce
v. Napolitano the court upheld the requirement to use E-Verify for all new employees, including those who do not work directly on a federal contract.57

Additionally, it is helpful to recall that past administrations have successfully withstood legal challenges to far more sweeping and intrusive federal contracting stipulations than the one proposed here.58 Above all, in its landmark federal contracting case, Kahn, the D.C. Circuit upheld the Carter administration’s FPASA order establishing highly prescriptive wage and price standards.59 The policy required contractors to keep price increases for all products, not just those subject to a federal contract, below 0.5 percent of the company’s “recent rate of average price increase”; and it restricted employee wages, again firm-wide, to no more than a seven percent annual increase.60 Such micromanaging of the core pillar of a firm’s business enterprises may well mark the outer bounds of a president’s FPASA authority, but in doing so offers a useful benchmark. If the Carter wage and price freeze were valid according to Kahn, then so too is a far more modest requirement prohibiting just one type of exploitative contract provision: traditional and de facto noncompetes.

Finally, the proposed FPASA rule here does not suffer from the defects that have led to courts striking down other FPASA impositions. It would neither contravene other federal statutes, as the invalidated FPASA rules in Chrysler and Chamber of Commerce did.61 Again, see the subsequent section for more detail on why this proposal should survive the kinds of judicial scrutiny that have jeopardized contracting requirements about COVID-19 vaccines and the minimum wage.
Risk Analysis

Two high-profile Biden administration efforts to impose laudable requirements on federal contractors have succumbed to legal challenges. One was the order\(^\text{62}\) enjoined by the Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits,\(^\text{63}\) requiring all federal agencies to include in their new contracts a provision effectively obligating contract recipients to require their employees to wear face masks at work and be vaccinated against COVID-19. Another order increased the hourly minimum wage paid by parties who contract with the Federal Government to $15.00 for those workers working on or in connection with a Federal Government contract.\(^\text{64}\) Despite favorable district court rulings in Arizona and Colorado,\(^\text{65}\) a court in the Southern District of Texas enjoined the rule's application in three southern states.\(^\text{66}\)

Though these adverse decisions may generate concerns about the feasibility of imposing new FPASA requirements in the current judicial climate, there are at least two reasons to think that the proposed action will ultimately fare better. First, the COVID-19 and adverse minimum wage decisions — not reviewed by the Supreme Court — rely on a crabbed reading of the text of the FPASA at odds with longstanding precedent. And as several legal commentators have begun pointing out, the Fifth Circuit may have overestimated the Supreme Court's appetite for further disturbing judicial precedent in the field of administrative law.\(^\text{67}\) Second, and more importantly, the proposed ban here is distinguishable from the adverse vaccine and minimum wage cases even according to the logic of those decisions.

Vaccine Litigation

The Biden Administration cited the FPASA as authority to impose on federal contractors a requirement to “provide adequate COVID-19 safeguards to their workers performing on or in connection with a Federal Government contract[.]”\(^\text{68}\) Although the Ninth Circuit upheld the requirement as a valid use of the FPASA, district court injunctions enjoining the order were upheld in the Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits.\(^\text{69}\)

The Fifth Circuit, citing the major questions doctrine, found the FPASA did not clearly authorize the President to impose requirements concerning the conduct of the employees of federal contractors, as opposed to regulating the contractors themselves.\(^\text{70}\) A bar against noncompetes and certain stay-or-pay agreements would not regulate employee conduct, even indirectly. Hence, this decision is largely irrelevant to the proposed action.

For their part, the Sixth and Eleventh Circuits relied on a crabbed reading of the terms of the FPASA. That Act authorizes the President to “prescribe policies and directives that the President considers necessary to carry
out" the FPASA. President Biden, like his predecessors, understood "carry(ing) out" the act as encompassing the fulfillment of its explicit purposes, including "provid(ing) the Federal Government with an economical and efficient system for ... [p]rocuring and supplying property and nonpersonal services, and performing related functions." As implemented by presidents of both parties, "an economical and efficient system" for procurement encompasses the provision of goods and services by federal contractors in an economical and efficient manner. As construed by the Sixth and Eleventh Circuits, however, the FPASA allows presidents to concern themselves only with the economy and efficiency by which the Government enters into contracts, rather than with the conduct of federal contractors.

As detailed in the Ninth Circuit opinion upholding the Biden initiative (and by dissenting judges in the Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh Circuits), so narrow a reading of the FPASA is inconsistent with precedent and longstanding practice:

- Presidents have used the Procurement Act to require federal contractors to commit to affirmative action programs when racial discrimination was threatening contractors' efficiency; to adhere to wage and price guidelines to help combat inflation in the economy; to ensure compliance with immigration laws; and to attain sick leave parity with non-contracting employers because federal contractors were lagging behind and losing talent.

The legality of these various uses of the FPASA were upheld in a series of cases by the Third, Fifth, and D.C. Circuits, as well as the U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland. Congress, undoubtedly aware of supportive decisions issued in the 1960s and 1970s, recodified the Procurement Act without any substantive changes in 1986 and 1996.

In 2001, President George W. Bush issued an Executive Order requiring government contractors and their subcontractors to post notices at their facilities informing their employees of certain labor rights. Congress again recodified the FPASA in 2002, explicitly indicating that the several minor edits then enacted again made "no substantive change in existing law." In 2015, President Obama used the FPASA as authority to require federal contractors to provide paid sick and family care leave. The order was not challenged in court.

These precedents and Congress's repeated re-enactment of the FPASA without disturbing the executive's broad reading of presidential authority support confidence that the adverse COVID-related decisions will not prove persuasive (or, in the case of the Fifth Circuit, relevant), in reviewing an executive order barring contractors from using noncompetes and certain stay-or-pay agreements.
Minimum Wage Litigation

Courts across the country have weighed in on the President’s authority under the FPASA to increase contractors’ minimum wage to $15 beginning in 2022, with annual adjustments thereafter. In 2022, the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado, explaining that the FPASA has been properly used previously to regulate minimum wage for federal contractors, denied two companies’ motion for a preliminary injunction to the order. The U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona reached the same conclusion in a challenge brought by five states. More recently, the District Court for the Southern District of Texas enjoined Biden’s minimum wage order as applied in Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.

Both the Arizona and Colorado courts applied what has so far been the majority approach to reviewing presidential orders under the FPASA, requiring only that the order be based on “a sufficiently close nexus” between the order’s requirements and the FPASA’s goals of economy and efficiency in federal contracting. As explained above, an order barring the use of noncompetes and certain stay-or-pay agreements by federal contractors would easily meet that standard.

The Texas district court opinion is weak because it is based on the narrow reading of presidential authority under the FPASA that the Sixth and Eleventh Circuits followed in enjoining the Biden COVID-19 orders. As explained above, that reading is unpersuasive.

Moreover, even according to its own (perhaps flawed) interpretation of the FPASA’s scope, the proposed ban on traditional and de facto noncompetes should pass muster. The court described the act’s goal as “obtain[ing] full and open competition” using “competitive procedures” in fulfilling the Government’s procurement requirements. As explained above, that is precisely what the proposed action here would attempt to do.
Conclusion

The President should use his FPASA authority to prohibit noncompetes and certain stay-or-pay agreements in government contracts. Doing so accords with the FPASA's goal of economy and efficiency in government contracting and aligns with the administration's commitment to bolster market competition.
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INVOKING THE NLRB’S AUTHORITY TO BAN THE USE OF STAY-OR-PAY CONTRACTS THAT VIOLATE THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT
Introduction

Stay-or-pay contracts that require a worker to pay when they resign or are terminated have an inherent chilling effect on workers’ concerted activity to improve working conditions.¹ These contracts include Training Repayment Agreement Provisions ("TRAPs"), liquidated damages provisions, open-ended damages, equipment loans, dispute resolution costs, and other contracts under which workers are forced to agree to pay an amount of money to their employer in the event that they leave their job or they are fired. Stay-or-pay contracts, like non-compete provisions, dissuade workers from quitting through economic force. But stay-or-pay contracts can be even more pernicious than traditional non-competes “because preventing workers from working for a competitor may be less onerous to workers than requiring them to pay the employer a substantial sum to quit.”²

As the New York Times Magazine recently reported, stay-or-pay contracts “are a mechanism by which job mobility is halted” and have been used with greater frequency in recent years.³ These contracts effectively preclude workers from concertedly quitting or threatening to quit to obtain leverage for improving working conditions. In addition, the contracts dissuade workers from: soliciting coworkers to work for another employer as part of an organizing campaign; concertedly seeking or accepting employment with another employer to obtain better working conditions; and being paid to organize another employer’s employees.⁴ Likewise, the contracts chill workers from union organizing or acting for “mutual aid and protection”⁵ in the workplace because of a fear of termination that would trigger the stay-or-pay contract’s debt repayment obligations, in addition to the loss of income from termination. As the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has found, these sorts of “employer-driven debts are inextricably linked to a worker’s employment, and the worker’s ability to repay the debt is controlled by the issuer of the debt itself.”⁶ This new form of dependency on one’s employer recalls images of the company store and indentured servitude, and restrains workers from exercising their right to act with their coworkers to improve the terms and conditions of work.

This memorandum shows how stay-or-pay contracts violate the National Labor Relations Act ("NLRA" or "Act") and calls on the General Counsel of the National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB GC") to issue a memorandum clarifying that stay-or-pay contracts are at least as chilling to protected concerted activity as traditional non-competes and instructing the NLRB Regional Offices to submit to the NLRB Division of Advice cases involving stay-or-pay contracts and seek make-whole relief for affected employees.
Justification

Training Repayment Agreement Provisions (TRAPs)

In recent years, employers have dramatically expanded their use of stay-or-pay contracts that force workers to pay if their employment ends within a set period of time — either voluntarily or involuntarily.\(^7\) For example, TRAPs require an employee or trainee to pay the employer a fixed or pro rata sum if the employee received on-the-job training and quits work or is fired within a set period of time.\(^8\) The repayment sums often far exceed the value of any training. Though even when the cost is determined to be “reasonable,” TRAPs frequently have the effect of economically trapping workers in their jobs.

Though TRAPs began with highly paid workers in the 1980s and 1990s,\(^9\) TRAPs are much more prevalent now among entry-level workers, including those in the transportation, cosmetology and aesthetics, health care, retail, technology, and finance sectors.\(^10\) One 2022 report estimated that major employers rely on TRAPs in sectors that collectively employ over a third of all private-sector workers in the U.S.\(^11\) A 2020 Cornell Survey Research Institute study reported that approximately one in ten workers reported having been bound by a TRAP.\(^12\) TRAPs are now especially prevalent among firms owned by private equity, including retail chains like PetSmart.\(^13\)

For example, trucking companies such as CRST and CR England have commercial drivers' license schools that use TRAPs with repayment amounts over $6,000 and up to two-year repayment windows.\(^14\) The trucking sector has high worker turnover — nine out of ten truckers leave their jobs within a year due to grueling working conditions — meaning that TRAP repayments provide a revenue source for the companies.\(^15\)

TRAPs are also quite common among aesthetics and cosmetology workers.\(^16\) Simran Bal, a fully licensed esthetician with no need for additional training, was sued by her former employer to enforce a TRAP for training in “Sugaring, Dermaplaning, Lash & Brow Tint, Lash & Brow Lift, Henna, Chemical Peels, Hydrafacials, Microneedling, [and] Facials.”\(^17\) Bal was required to work for two years to avoid paying a $5,000 TRAP debt.\(^18\) But she said she received only three training sessions that were not worth anything close to $5,000.\(^19\) She was able to defeat the TRAP lawsuit against her, but only because she never received a full training as promised.\(^20\)

TRAPs are especially prevalent in sectors experiencing staffing shortages, which have only increased since the COVID-19 pandemic. Health care is one of these sectors. A 2022 survey of registered nurses reported that new graduate nurses were much more commonly bound by TRAPs than their older coworkers, with close to half having signed TRAPs.\(^21\) All together, over 50 percent of the nurses said they had signed a TRAP when they were...
required to undergo a training program. And close to 40 percent of the nurses who had signed TRAPs reported that the repayment amount exceeded $10,000, with almost 20 percent saying that their TRAP debt exceeded $15,000. In addition, dozens of nurses responded that they refrained from joining a union or becoming active in a union because of a TRAP debt.

One nurse’s story reveals the mobility restricting and anti-union effects of TRAPs. Jessica Van Briggle began her nursing career at Centinela Hospital in Southern California. During onboarding, Centinela had a staffing agency complete the hiring process, and the agency’s representative told Jessica that she had to work for the staffing agency — not the hospital — for two years or pay $15,000 if she left early. Jessica’s training started with two weeks of classroom time, then orientation. But her trainer was also a new nurse and, despite being in training, Jessica was frequently assigned to care for high need patients. Jessica began skipping breaks because she felt that if she left, her patients would suffer.

Eventually, Jessica asked about ending her contract early because of fatigue, low staffing, and ethical concerns. The staffing agency told her that she would have to pay the entire $15,000 if she left. Jessica did not have the money, so she worked through unbearable conditions to get to the end of her contract. Moreover, though Centinela was unionized, the staffing agency was not, so Jessica did not have access to union grievance procedures or other union protections. Adding insult to injury, the so-called “training” she received did not allow her to get a better job at the end of her contract; she had to obtain a bachelor of nursing degree to do that, at her own expense.

Another nurse, Neil Rudis at UCHealth in Aurora, Colorado, explained exactly how his TRAP chilled him and his colleagues from considering a union: “[u]nionizing was not even on my mind when under [the TRAP] contract. There was no chance, because of all the rumors. If you even talked about it, you would get fired instantaneously, and you would owe them payment for the program.” In contrast, a nurse bound by a TRAP at another hospital, HCA Mission Health, reported that after winning her union, she felt confident in advocating with her coworkers for better conditions, whereas she did not before the union. And union organizers have reported that new graduate nurses under TRAPs refused to talk about unions because of fear of triggering the TRAPs’ repayment requirements.

Other Stay-or-Pay Contracts

Other novel contracts restricting worker mobility are proliferating, perhaps in anticipation of state and federal action banning or severely limiting traditional non-compete provisions. These include employer-driven debt
contracts that require departing employees to pay liquidated damages as "quit fees" or even non-liquidated damages for sums equating to a company's cost of hiring a replacement employee or lost profits from the employee's departure.

For example, health care workers at Concentra have reported feeling trapped in their jobs by a contract provision that requires employees to give four months' notice before quitting or pay a fee that is the equivalent to their salary for the balance of that four month period. Meanwhile, the employer need give only two weeks' notice to terminate under the contract and has no reciprocal payment obligation to the terminated employee, such as severance pay.

In another example of stay-or-pay contracts, three pending lawsuits allege that Advanced Care Staffing, LLC ("ACS"), a health care staffing agency that recruits workers from overseas, requires foreign-educated nurses to sign contracts requiring a three-year commitment or else payment of an unspecified amount equivalent to the company's projected future profits, attorneys' fees, and arbitration costs. According to a U.S. Department of Labor complaint, "ACS has demanded in arbitration amounts that may well require [the employee] to surrender all the wages ACS ever paid [the employee] during his employment, plus even more, all to satisfy ACS's claim of future profits. ACS's threats also deter employees from leaving their jobs, no matter the working conditions."

Indeed, many stay-or-pay contracts exploit immigrant workers and their lack of knowledge about the immigration process to trap workers in bad jobs. One major hospital system, UPMC, has allegedly obtained foreign-educated nurses through Health Carousel, LLC, a staffing agency whose contract with nurses included liquidated damages of $20,000 if the nurse did not complete 6,240 hours of service. The nurses soon found out that it would be far more difficult than they initially understood to reach that 6,240 hour threshold because the abundant mandatory overtime they worked did not count toward the threshold, nor did the first three months of shifts. Meanwhile, the nurses faced grueling working conditions at well-below-market wages. One worker became depressed and felt "basically trapped," especially because she feared potential immigration consequences if she left her position at the staffing agency.

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated employers' use of stay-or-pay contracts to retain workers. It is true that employers are needy for workers at the moment, but this is no excuse to lock workers into their jobs through contract measures. Rather, employers can look to successful models of employee retention through improved work cultures and hours — as well as other incentives to stay like longevity bonuses — in lieu of punishments for departing. The default at-will employment rule in the United States already harms workers more than employers because of workers' dependence on employers for their livelihood. But with stay-or-pay contracts,
employers are trying to make that rule operate in one direction only. In other words, stay-or-pay contracts make it such that employers may still terminate workers at will, but employees cannot afford to freely exercise their reciprocal right to quit at will.

Stay-or-pay contracts also implicate Thirteenth Amendment concerns of forced labor through indentured servitude, debt peonage, and debt servitude. As Jonathan Harris has written, the Thirteenth Amendment “which prohibits slavery, involuntary servitude, and debt peonage, provides a justification to give greater scrutiny to TRA[P]s — that can bind workers to their jobs — than to ordinary contracts.” Indeed, a federal judge has compared a TRAP’s $200,000 repayment scheme to indentured servitude and found that the employer’s primary incentive in using stay-or-pay contracts was to keep employees from leaving, rather than to recoup training expenditures.
Current State

Section 7 of the NLRA protects employees’ “right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.” A violation of Section 7 is an Unfair Labor Practice (“ULP”). This protection applies regardless of whether the employer is unionized.

The current General Counsel (“GC”) of the NLRB, Jennifer Abruzzo, has taken the position in a May 2023 memo that “[n]on-compete provisions are overbroad, that is, they reasonably tend to chill employees in the exercise of Section 7 rights, when the provisions could reasonably be construed by employees to deny them the ability to quit or change jobs by cutting off their access to other employment opportunities that they are qualified for based on their experience, aptitudes, and preferences as to type and location of work.” In other words, most non-competes violate the NLRA because the law protects workers who act together to improve working conditions and restricting their mobility tends to chill such activity.

The GC’s theory is even more applicable to stay-or-pay contracts than to traditional non-competes because, whereas the latter indirectly restrict worker mobility by precluding alternate employment, stay-or-pay contracts directly restrict worker mobility by requiring a worker to pay regardless of whether they obtain another job or whether their new job is in a similar field to their previous one. Therefore, stay-or-pay contracts are also a form of non-competes, as the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) recognized by calling many TRAPs “de-facto” non-competes in its proposed rule banning non-competes. In fact, the GC’s May 2023 memo cited the FTC proposed rule to explain how mobility-restricting clauses like non-competes can violate statutes beyond the NLRA, such as the FTC Act and the Thirteenth Amendment.

The GC’s five theories on how non-competes violate Section 7 equally apply to stay-or-pay contracts. “First, they chill employees from concertedly threatening to resign to demand better working conditions;” “second, they chill employees from carrying out concerted threats to resign or otherwise concertedly resigning to secure improved working conditions;” “third, they chill employees from concertedly seeking or accepting employment with a local competitor to obtain better working conditions;” “fourth, they chill employees from soliciting their co-workers to go work for a local competitor as part of a broader course of protected concerted activity;” and “finally, they chill employees from seeking employment, at least in part, to specifically engage in protected activity with other workers at an employer’s workplace.” In all of these instances, employees lose leverage to collectively improve working conditions because a stay-or-pay contract chills their ability to threaten to quit as an option.
Indeed, the GC believes that at least some stay-or-pay contracts constitute unlawful non-competes, as shown by a Complaint that NLRB Region 13 filed against Juvly Aesthetics on September 1, 2023. The Complaint, authorized by the GC, alleges that an aesthetics employer violated Section 7 of the NLRA by imposing non-competes and TRAPs and demanding training repayments of up to $60,000. The TRAP charges in the Complaint and other potential complaints will be cases of first impression before the NLRB, assuming they reach the full Board.

Juvly Aesthetics's October 27, 2023 motion to dismiss the complaint argued that there was no on-point precedent signaling that its non-compete policy violates the Act. In her May 2023 memo, the GC acknowledged that there was no extant NLRB precedent clearly stating that Section 7 protects employees' rights to collectively quit. However, the GC memo correctly stated that "such a right follows logically from settled Board law, Section 7 principles, and the Act's purposes." Notably, Juvly Aesthetics's motion to dismiss fails to specifically argue for the TRAPs' lawfulness.

In addition to the arguments articulated in the GC memo, stay-or-pay contracts violate Section 7 because, if the stay-or-pay contract applies even if the employer fires the worker — which many do — the contract chills any concerted activity that could result in termination. In other words, an employee will be less likely to act collectively or to organize a union because they would face not only the loss of income from a retaliatory termination but also the stay-or-pay contract's repayment obligation. This additional risk was demonstrated by the nurses' experiences described above.

An August 2023 NLRB decision provides even greater support for the argument that written policies like stay-or-pay contracts violate the NLRA than when the GC wrote her May 2023 memo. The decision, Stericycle, Inc., makes it easier for a worker to prove that their employer’s written policies have a chilling effect on employees' ability to act concertedly, in violation of Section 7. Essentially, the policy need have only a reasonable tendency to chill employees from exercising their rights, and the perspective should be that of an employee “economically dependent” on the employer — most employees bound by stay-or-pay contracts — rather than the vaguer “reasonable” employee as under the prior standard. "Even if a contrary, noncoercive interpretation of the rule is also reasonable," the written policy would still violate the Act.

The Stericycle decision returns to the standard in effect before the Trump NLRB created a categorical approach that declared some employer policies always lawful and which was more difficult for workers to satisfy. Though the policy at issue in Stericycle was not a stay-or-pay contract or non-compete, the decision equally applies
to those contracts. NLRB Region 13 has already embraced this analysis, relying heavily on the Stericycle “reasonable tendency to chill” language in its opposition to Juvly Aesthetics’s motion to dismiss the ULP complaint.73

Although the Stericycle decision does state that, “an employer can rebut the presumption that a rule is unlawful by proving that it advances legitimate and substantial business interests that cannot be achieved by a more narrowly tailored rule,”74 recoupment of training costs is not a legitimate business interest sufficient to justify a non-compete.75 And while, the May 2023 GC memo did acknowledge that there could be some narrowly tailored non-competes that would not violate Section 7, such as those limited to protecting proprietary or trade secret information,76 TRAPs are almost always less narrowly tailored even than non-competes, because they apply regardless of geography and subsequent employment. More importantly, under the previous standard that Stericycle returns to, the NLRB and NLRB administrative law judges routinely found that employer policies that were on the fence violated Section 7. Therefore, employers should fail in arguing that employee immobility is a “legitimate and substantial business interest,” let alone that a stay-or-pay contract would be the most narrowly tailored way to achieve such an interest. Indeed, stay-or-pay contracts are almost always less narrowly tailored even than non-competes, because they apply regardless of geography and subsequent employment (or lack thereof).

Importantly, for employees working for more than one entity in which one of the entities requires a stay-or-pay contract, a new NLRB final rule will make joint employer liability easier to satisfy, holding both entities liable for Section 7 violations.77 The rule, issued on October 27, 2023, and effective February 26, 2024, “considers the alleged joint employers’ authority to control essential terms and conditions of employment, whether or not such control is exercised, and without regard to whether any such exercise of control is direct or indirect.”78 The prior NLRB rule, in contrast, made it harder to establish joint employer liability because it required not only the authority to control but also actual “substantial direct and immediate control” over essential terms of conditions of employment.79 The new rule means that a staffing agency that sends a worker to a client firm, such as the hospital described above, could be held jointly liable with the client firm for a stay-or-pay contract that violates Section 7, regardless of which entity had the worker sign the contract.
Proposed Action

The NLRB GC should issue a memorandum clarifying that stay-or-pay contracts violate Section 7 of the NLRA, just as she did in her May 2023 memo on non-compete provisions. Stay-or-pay contracts are at least as chilling to concerted activity as non-competes. Moreover, as articulated above, NLRB case law has only become more favorable to workers under written policies like stay-or-pay contracts since the GC’s May 2023 memo. In addition, just as she did in the May 2023 memo, the GC should instruct the NLRB Regional Offices to submit to the NLRB Division of Advice cases involving stay-or-pay contracts and seek make-whole relief for affected employees.

In addition to including relief for specific employment opportunities that were lost, as the GC instructed in her May 2023 memo on non-competes, the make-whole relief should include: stay-or-pay debt amounts that the employee paid; additional fees or costs the employee paid; any amounts withheld from the employee’s paycheck to pay the debt; any harm to the employee’s consumer report (credit report) due to collection efforts to recover the debt; and other consequences. And just as with the instruction from the May 2023 memo, such relief should be sought “even absent additional conduct by the employer to enforce the provision” because the maintenance of such a stay-or-pay contract, even if not enforced, has a chilling effect on employees. Last, just as she instructed in her May 2023 memo, the GC should instruct Regional Offices to seek evidence of the impact of stay-or-pay contracts on employees and, where applicable, “present at trial evidence of any adverse consequences,” including those consequences mentioned above.

In addition, the GC should clarify that the NLRA protects employees of all income levels from stay-or-pay contracts, not just low-wage workers. Indeed, Section 7 covers employees at all income levels. The GC’s May 2023 memo noted that “[i]t is unlikely an employer’s justification would be considered reasonable in common situations where overbroad non-compete provisions are imposed on low-wage or middle-wage workers who lack access to trade secrets or other protectable interests.” However, the NLRB should not impose a salary threshold in a ruling on stay-or-pay contracts, nor could it. In fact, stay-or-pay contracts like TRAPs began with high-wage employees and can equally chill high-wage employees’ concerted activity, especially as more doctors, nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and technology employees act concertedly and attempt to organize unions. The GC’s complaint against Juvly Aesthetics tacitly acknowledges this, as two of the three employees at issue were nurse practitioners whose average salaries in Ohio range from $129,000 to $160,000. Additionally, a single standard for all employees, regardless of wages, is easier for employees to understand and harder for employers to manipulate. And a single standard for all employees is theoretically and doctrinally coherent.

Last, the GC should educate the public about the unlawfulness of stay-or-pay contracts and encourage employees to file ULP charges, especially employees in the sectors using stay-or-pay contracts most frequently: transportation and logistics, cosmetology and aesthetics, health care, retail, technology, and finance.
Conclusion

Stay-or-pay contracts are quickly turning workplaces into sources of devastating debt for workers. The NLRA likely prohibits most stay-or-pay contracts as unlawful restraints on employees' protected concerted activity because the contracts effectively remove the threat of a group resignation as a bargaining tactic to improve the terms and conditions of work, as well as chill workers’ concerted activity due to the debt repayment-triggering consequences of a retaliatory termination. While there is no unequivocal extant NLRB precedent recognizing a NLRA Section 7 right to concertedly resign, as the GC wrote in her May 2023 memo, “such a right follows logically from settled Board law, Section 7 principles, and the Act’s purposes.”

Furthermore, NLRB case law has only enhanced Section 7 protections for workers since the GC May 2023 memo laid out the theory for how most non-competes violate Section 7. In addition, most stay-or-pay contracts even more directly chill concerted activity than do non-competes, as they require repayment regardless of where the employee works next and raise the stakes of retaliatory termination beyond the loss of income. Therefore, the NLRB GC should clarify in a memo that stay-or-pay contracts likely violate Section 7, just she has done with traditional non-compete provisions, and instruct the NLRB Regional Offices to submit to the NLRB Division of Advice cases involving stay-or-pay contracts and seek make-whole relief for affected employees.
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